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INTRODUCTION 
Evolution is a continuous and progressive process of small mutations whose accumulation 
results in a huge variability among individuals. These mutations can be both favorable and 
unfavorable and represents the basis of the biological ability to adapt to different 
environments. In the human genome it has been estimated that approximately 70-75% of 
the mutations affecting a change in amino acid undergo a negative selection. This is 
because strongly deleterious mutations are eliminated immediately, or within a few 
generations. In contrast, a mutation can bring a positive benefit to the organism and 
through a selection artificial or natural, is also maintained in successive generations 
(Nielsen et al., 2007). 
Domestication is considered one of the first event responsible for the phenotypic changes. 
In this process, which lasted thousands of years, man has selected plants and animals to be 
used as a support for his own growth. The first domesticated animal was the dog around 
15,000 years ago. Only later, around 10,000 years ago, were selected cattle, sheep, goats 
and pigs as a source of fresh food (FAO, 2007; Toro and Màki-Tanila, 2007; Ajmone-
Marsan et al., 2010). The main purposes of animal domestication have been the reduction 
of aggressiveness, the increase of the degree of adaptation, and the enhancement of some 
production characteristics (Toro and Màki-Tanila, 2007). 
The combination of artificial selection and evolutionary processes has led the appearance 
of new breeds (Ross-Ibarra et al., 2007). In the world there are more than 4,000 breeds of 
farm animal species (Table 1), including local and international breeds. More of 50% of 
local breeds are present in Europe (about 1,500 breeds) and Asia (about 1,200 breeds). 
Sheep and cattle are among the most represented livestock species in the world. 
Cattle is an interesting model for studying the molecular basis of genetic variability 
between individuals, due to the intense action of genetic improvement operated by man. 
Through the combination of natural and artificial selection, there has been a gradual and 
continuous change in the phenotype that led to the about 1,000 local breeds currently 
distributed worldwide (FAO, 2007). The modern species of the genus Bos are the Bos 
Taurus and the Bos indicus. They are both descendant of the Bos primigenius (Bradley et 
al., 1996). The divergence between the two species has been estimated between 250,000 
and 850,000 years ago and their domestication occurred separately in near East and India, 
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Table 1. Number of breeds of farm animals in the world (FAO, 2007) 
     Country     

















Buffalo 2 88 11 11 8 0 2 5 127 
Cattle 154 239 277 129 43 29 26 112 1009 
Goat 86 182 170 26 34 3 11 40 552 
Sheep 109 265 458 47 50 31 35 100 1095 
Pig 49 229 165 67 1 18 12 33 574 
Ass 17 39 40 21 16 4 3 6 146 
Horse 36 141 269 65 14 23 22 66 636 
Rabbit 11 16 125 14 5 0 0 23 194 
 Total 464 1199 1515 380 171 108 111 385 4333 
 
The genetic variability of a population results from the action of demographic (drift, 
migrations, mating), genetic forces (mutations, recombination and selection) (Cavalli-
Sforza and Feldman, 2003) or of random processes (Windig and Engelsma, 2010). The 
modification of phenotypes caused by selection involved not only morphological features 
but, as expected, also traits of economic interest. In particular, in the last decades artificial 
selection has resulted in the development of specialized cattle breeds (dairy, beef) that 
represent the largest part of the cattle stock in many developed countries. The other main 
category is represented by local breeds, i.e. those that had been lees subjected to selection 
and whose main feature is represented by a great adaptability to specific environment.  
If it is widely accepted that selection has been one of the major driving forces for breed 
differentiation, on the other hand it has to be remembered that the high selection pressure 
often resulted in the elimination of less favorable alleles thus reducing the genetic 
variability within breeds. Generally, the effects of artificial selection on the genome tend to 
drastically reduce the levels of heterozygosity (Andersson, 2012). For positive mutations, 
selected alleles tend to become more frequent in the population. (Nielsen, 2005; 
Scheinfeldt and Tishkoff, 2013). This selection does not only affect a particular allele, but 
can also involve neighbouring neutral sites. This phenomenon is called hitch-hiking (Smith 
and Haigh, 1974). In a structured population, the fixation of a beneficial allele distorts 
patterns of variation also at linked sites leaving distinct signatures from that expected 
under the standard sweep model (Przeworski et al., 2005). To better understand the genetic 
basis of phenotypic variation induced by directional selection the pattern of heterozygosity 
can be studied in domestic species (Wiener and Wilkinson, 2011).  
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In cattle, the effective population size of highly selected breeds experienced a further huge 
reduction due to the widespread use of artificial insemination (Hayes et al., 2009). On the 
contrary, the  poor or absence of selection for local breeds has guaranteed the maintenance 
of a large allelic richness. The recent development of studies on biodiversity of cattle 
breeds, due to the action of several international research projects (Elsik et al., 2009), has 
highlighted the role of these populations as reservoirs of allelic diversity. The maintenance 
of genetic diversity of local breeds represents a key point for their contribution to current 
or future traits of interest and for their potential role in future breeding options (Groeneveld 
et al., 2010). 
As a consequence of the different evolution history of the various breeds, two main sources 
of genetic variability can be considered: between and within breeds, respectively. These 
two have different meaning and different practical relevance. The study of the genetic basis 
of differences between two breeds with different production aptitude (for example beef and 
dairy) may be of great help for identifying genomic regions involved in the genetic 
determinism of the different categories of traits. On the other hand, genetic differences 
between animals of the same breed represent the source of variation that is exploited by 
purebred selection programmers. 
 
The variability between individuals has been investigated for long time. In the specific case 
of livestock, the understanding of the genetic architecture of complex traits remains one of 
the main goals for animal breeders and evolutionary geneticists (Stranger et al., 2011). 
Describing the genetic architecture of a phenotype means to estimate the heritability, the 
number and distribution of loci underlying phenotypic variation, as well as to highlight 
possible interaction phenomena such as dominance, epistasis or pleiotropy (Stranger et al., 
2011). The unravelling of the genomic architecture of a polygenic trait is fundamental to 
study variability within and between population. 
The tools changed according to achievements in molecular and quantitative genetics, 
nanotechnology, computer science, statistics and bioinformatics. Such a dynamic situation 
has resulted in a progressive increase of the power of investigation and in a subsequent 
continuous improvement of the knowledge on  the molecular basis of genetic variability. 
Changes as the switch from phenotypic to molecular markers or the outbreak of molecular 
genetics had a great impact not only on the knowledge about the organism investigated but 
also on the upgrade of theoretical models used to explain the genetics of the different traits. 
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From phenotype to genotype 
First characteristics of animals used to measure diversity were the external phenotypes as, 
for example size, morphology, coat colour, polledness, double muscling and some 
production traits (milk yield, growth, wool). These traits are characterized by different 
level of genetic complexity: single gene for “double muscle” (Kambadour et al., 1996); 
few genes with large effect but complicated relationships between loci for coat colour 
(Capitan et al., 2009) and for polledness (Seichter et al., 2012); many loci with small 
effects as in the case of type traits (Hayes et al., 2010); several loci with both large and 
small effects for many yield traits. In case of single genes, the identification of underlying 
genetic structure from the phenotype variability was complicated by the existence of 
dominance (as in the case of polledness) or exceptions of Mendelian inheritance such as 
epistasis (as the case of coat colour). Identification of genotypes was also based on the use 
of pedigree information. These external phenotypes have been fundamental for the 
definition of the standard characteristics of the various breeds. 
A particular case of measure of genetic difference is the evaluation of the genetic merit of 
candidates to selection. This measure is essential in breeding programs, where it is used to 
rank individuals in order to plan matings aimed at obtaining a genetic improvement in the 
offspring. The genetic merit is estimated through the breeding value (EBV), which is 
obtained by combining phenotypes and pedigree information using a suitable statistical 
methodology as for example BLUP (Henderson, 1975). EBV have been conceived 
according to the infinitesimal model theory of Fisher, that assumes that observed 
phenotypes are determined by an infinite number of loci, each with an infinitesimal 
additive effect plus the deviation due to environmental effect (Fisher, 1918; Falconer and 
Mackay, 1996). The use of EBV to select best animals has resulted in a great enhancement 
of performances in specialised breeds: for example, the average 305d milk production per 
cow for the Italian Holstein shifted from less than kg/year 7000 in 1985 up to kg/year 9000 
of milk in 2012 (www.anafi.it). For beef traits, the average daily gain of young bulls 
during performance test increased from kg/d 1.51 and kg/d 1.61 in 1990 to kg/d 1.82 and 
kg/d 1.92 in 2011 for Marchigiana and Chianina breeds, respectively (ANABIC, 2012). 
Since the middle of the last century, however, the availability of new laboratory techniques 
made feasible the use of biochemical markers. The widespread use of electrophoresis 
allowed for detecting the genotype of individuals for many loci coding for proteins 
expressed in the blood or milk, or in many organs and tissues. Biochemical markers have 
represented a powerful tool for studying genetic diversity. In livestock they have been used 
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for many purposes as the study of genetic distances between populations, the identification 
of individuals, the parentage testing (as the blood groups), the identification of 
monozygotic twins (Masina et al., 1989; Katanen et al., 1999). Many researches have been 
carried out on relationships between polymorphisms and traits of economic interest: 
examples are studies on milk protein genes in cow and goat ( Aschaffenburg, 1966; 
Aleandri et al., 1990; Ng-Kway-Hang, 1997; Kantanen et al., 2000), the phosphohexose 
isomerase (PHI) for meat quality in pigs (Davies et al., 1988). 
Main limitations of biochemical markers were the relative low degree of polymorphism 
(i.e. limited number of alleles) and the need for phenotypic expression, as the case of milk 
protein alleles (expressed only in lactating females). A main consequence of the 
dependence from phenotypes was that this approach was able to detect genetic variation 
only in the expressed portion of the genome. But, also when the use of biochemical 
markers was widespread, the disproportion between the estimated number of genes (around 
a hundred thousand) and the size of the whole genome (3*10
9
 bp in mammals) was 
evident. These issues were addressed by the advent of molecular genetics, which allowed 
the study of the basis of genetic variability at DNA level. 
The molecular (r)evolution 
The development of molecular genetics technologies that has occurred during the last five 
decades and the integration with tools of quantitative genetics has had a tremendous impact 
on the study of genetic variability of farm animals (Przeworski et al., 2005). Whole 
genome sequencing and mapping allowed the quantification of differences between 
genomes of various species, the development of new categories of powerful genetic 
markers, the deciphering of the genetic architecture of traits of importance, and the study 
of structural element that contribute to the genetic differences between individuals (Windig 
and Engelsma, 2010).  
First sequencing analyses of living organisms were performed on bacteria (Haemophilus 
influenzae), yeasts (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and insects (Drosophila melanogaster). 
Only in 2001 it was possible to sequence the entire human genome (Lander et al., 2001). 
Afterwards, other organisms such as plants (i.e. Arabidopsis thaliana) and animals (i.e. 
cattle, dog, mice) have been sequenced (Griffiths, 2013).  
Table 2 reports the comparison between the size of the genome (in number of base pairs) 
for different living organisms. A huge variation could be clearly observed.  
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Sequencing has allowed not only the comparison between sizes of the genomes of different 
species, but also the detection of differences in their structural organization. By using 
molecular genetics techniques, scientists have realised that phenotypic variability was not 
only due to differences in the expressed sequences (genes), but could also reside in 
portions of the genome that were not directly expressed. 
 
Table 2 Genome size in different living organisms (Lewin, 2004).  
 
 
The organization of the genomes of eukaryotic cells is characterized by two main types of 
DNA: the encoding DNA, which comprises all the genes; and the intergenic DNA, that is 
mainly represented by transposons and retrotransposons (Lander et al., 2001).  
The encoding DNA, represents a small portion of the genomes (about 3% in the human 
genome) (Kass and Batzer, 2001), whereas most part is represented by intergenic DNA, 
also called junk DNA, which is divided into unique DNA and repeated sequences, 
respectively. 
Thanks to the analysis of genomic sequences, it is now possible to compare different 
organisms. For example, it was possible to determine that 5% of the human genome has 
been strongly conserved during evolution (Strachan and Read, 2011). Moreover, among 
human populations, the individual genetic diversity was quantified in ~0.1% base pairs. 
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This apparent little number represents however differences among 3.2 billions base pairs. 
The variability among genomes resides mainly in the intergenic DNA, which is 
characterized by repeated sequences, and to a lesser degree, in regions of the encoding 
DNA. 
Encoding DNA  
The part of DNA which consists of genes is highly conserved across species, i.e. sequences 
are similar in structure and position. The first studies to identify genes were made on 
mutant organisms of Drosophila melanogaster, by exploiting the difference between 
phenotypes. Advanced technologies have made also possible to identify genes in which 
mutations do not generate phenotypic changes (Lewin, 2004; Griffiths, 2013). This has 
speeded up the process of identifying and cataloging genes. To date, in humans have been 
identified about 21,000 genes that represent 1.5% of the total genome 
(http://www.ensembl.org/index.html). 
The studies of genetic divergence has given the opportunity to identify genes that have the 
same biological function in different species. These genes, called homologues can be 
divided into two categories: the orthologous, which are derived from a common ancestor; 
and the paralogs, which are represented by genes that have undergone a process of 
duplication and independent evolution in the same genome (Griffiths, 2013). In mouse, 
about 80% of the 25,000 annotated genes have been identified as orthologous with the 
genes present in humans, although a phylogenetic separation occurred 75 million years ago 
(Guénet, 2005). 
It has been estimated that there are about 26,000 genes in the cattle genome. A comparison 
with genes of other six different species (dog, human, mouse, rat, opossum, platypus), 
showed that about 14,000 genes are orthologous. (Elsik et al., 2009). Another study 
conducted on a set of genes of cattle, human, dog and mouse, showed that about 3,800 
bovine genes are not orthologs between the species being compared. (Mazza et al., 2009). 
A very interesting aspect that emerged from bioinformatics studies, is the presence of non-
coding genes defined pseudogenes. These sequences are numerous in the genome, and can 
arise for accumulation of nonsense mutations or by the destruction of the gene function 
(Griffiths, 2013).  
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Intergenic DNA 
The intergenic DNA is the represented by all those sequences which do not apparently 
exhibit a biological function. These regions have been previously defined “junk DNA” or 
“non-coding sequences”. They are characterized by a high genetic variability between 
individuals 60-70%) (Kass and Batzer, 2001).  
The intergenic DNA can be divided into two categories: unique DNA, which consists of 
regulatory sequences, which modulate gene expression (promoters and enhancers); and the 
repeated DNA, which consist of repeated sequences. These sequences in turn are divided 
into moderately and highly repeated sequences, respectively (Lewin, 2004). 
The unique DNA contain promoters that are located upstream of the gene and are divided 
into three highly conserved sequences (TATA box, CAAT box, GC box). The enhancers 
are located distant from the gene in position upstream or downstream and play the role of 
promoting the frequency of transcription (Lewin, 2004). 
The repeated sequences are mainly represented by transposons, genomic elements that 
move within the genome with a mechanism to cut-and-past. Within the genome could be 
found also retrotransposons, which are able to move within the genome using RNA as 
intermediate and represent the main mechanism by which copies of a sequence in the 
genome are generated. The amount of transposons in the genome can vary in different 
organisms. In fact, they may represent approximately 46% of the genome in bovine, 37% 
in mouse and 45% in humans. (Lander et al., 2001; Waterston et al., 2002; Lewin, 2004).  
In addition to transposable DNA, there are other repeated sequences that occur several 
times in the genome. They are represented by the satellite DNA. There are three types of 
satellite DNA: 
 Satellite DNA, consisting of sequences larger than 100 bp that may be repeated 
hundreds of times; 
 Minisatellites, which are tandem repeats of sequences that have between 10 and 
100 base pairs; 
 Microsatellite repeats of short sequences (<6 bp) within the genome, also called 
Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) or Short Tandem Repeats (STRs). 
The most widespread are the simple sequence repeats (SSR). These evenly dispersed 
markers are characterized by tandem repeats of 1-6 bp. and it is thought that their origin is 
due to slippage of DNA polymerase during DNA replication. Although it is not clear its 
role within the genome, the microsatellite DNA has been most studied especially for the 
10 
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analysis of the genetic variability or for phylogenetic reconstructions. The amount and the 
kind of SSR present in the genome of different species is variable. For example, the 
density of these markers in the human genome can reach 3%, and the most frequent 
repeated sequence is the triplet AAT.  
In cattle the percentage of SSR present in the genome amounts to 2.27%, and the most 
represented triplet is the AGC (55%), as in sheep (40%) (Elsik et al., 2009). 
Microsatellites have been frequently identified in the intergenic DNA. However, studies in 
different organisms, report that microsatellites can localize also in the coding regions. 
(Moran, 1993); VanLith and VanZutphen, 1996; Edwards et al., 1998). However the 
amount of microsatellites present in these regions is very low and it can represent between 
9-15% of the total of the SSR in the genome of vertebrates. (Chistiakov et al., 2006). 
Genomic Tools For Investigating Differences Between Individuals 
The study of genetic variability nowadays essentially relies on the use molecular markers. 
Such a definition comprises DNA sequences that are abundant throughout the genome, 
express a large variability between individuals, could be unambiguously detected, and are 
transmitted to offspring with simple Mendelian inheritance. (Woolliams and Toro, 2007).  
The development of PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) technology made feasible the set 
up of several classes of powerful molecular markers such as RAPD (Random 
Amplification Polymorphic DNA), AFLP (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism), 
RFLP (Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism) and SSR (Simple Sequence Repeat ) 
(Abdel-Mawgood, 2012).  
The most widely used class of molecular markers in the last decades have been the 
microsatellites, that belong to the SSR category. There are several reasons for their 
success. One is represented by their high reproducibility compared to the other markers: 
for example, RAPD are randomly generated and are therefore not reproducible. Another 
important feature of microsatellites is their high degree of allele polymorphism, whereas 
RFLP generally have only two alleles. Moreover they are abundant throughout the 
genome. Last, but not least, the analysis is easy to perform: small amounts of DNA are 
sufficient to obtain rapid results (Vignal et al., 2002; Abdel-Mawgood, 2012) and the 
process can be automatized by the use of sequencers. 
Microsatellites have been used in studies of animal biodiversity, mainly to study genetic 
distance between breeds. Researches have been carried out on different livestock species: 
Cattle (MacHugh et al., 1997, MacHugh et al., 1998), Sheep (Arranz et al., 2001), Goat 
11 
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(Okpeku et al., 2011), Swine (SanCristobal et al., 2006), Chicken (Hillel et al., 2003). The 
presence of high variability of microsatellites in the genome has prompted FAO to propose 
a panel of 30 microsatellites for the study of animal genetic diversity for the following 
species: cattle, buffalo, sheep, goat, horse, donkey, camelid, pig and chicken (FAO, 2011). 
 
Microsatellites have been also extensively used in experiments carried out on several 
livestock species for QTL detection. They have been powerful tools to identify genomic 
regions involved in the genetic determinism of quantitative traits in both in studies where 
ad hoc populations were generated (i.e. F2 or back-cross) and in investigations carried out 
outbred populations, as dairy cattle breeds, using specific statistical approaches as the 
Daugther and the Granddaughter designs (Weller et al., 1990; Georges et al., 1995). 
In spite of their great power, the use of microsatellites has experienced a relevant reduction 
in the last decade. Starting from the 2000’, Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms become the 
genetic marker of reference in animal genetics studies on biodiversity, on association 
phenotype-genotype and on marker assisted selection. A main reason of the success of 
SNP is represented by their great abundance of SNP throughout the genome, in comparison 
with microsatellites.  
Figure 1 shows a sequence of about 10,000 bp in the human genome, along which densities 
of SNP and microsatellites are compared. It can be clearly seen that SSR represent a small 
fraction of this sequence, whereas the SNP exhibit  a higher coverage and an homogeneus 
distribution. 
In the human genome SNPs represent about 90% of sequence variants. It has been 
estimated that there are about 1.42 million SNPs with an average distribution of about 1.9 
per kilobase (Sachidanandam et al., 2001, Abdel-Mawgood, 2012). About 2.2 million 
SNPs have been discovered in the cattle genome at a density of 1 kb (Fan et al., 2010). 
Only a small part of these SNP is used for association studies and genetic diversity (Table 
3). 
A further reason for the great success of SNP as genetic markers is represented by the 
development of high throughput platforms (SNP arrays) able to simultaneously genotype 
hundred thousand SNP for each individual. Currently, there are chips with 
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Table 3. Number of SNPs contained in the different chips produced by the Illumina and Affymetrix 
companies. 
 Illumina Affymetrix 
Species Medium density High Density Medium Density High Density 
Human 730.000 1.14 million 500.000 906.000 
Dog  50.000 170.000 50.000 127.000 
Bovine 54.000 777.000  640.000 
Porcine 60.000 510.000   
Sheep 54.000 600.000   
Horse  54.000   
Chicken  60.000  600.000 
 
The SNP have proved to be excellent molecular markers for genetic studies. The high 
repeatability of the analysis and the easy interpretation of the results makes them very 
reliable and comparable among different laboratories (FAO, 2011). However some 
problems still exist, as the ascertainment bias of alleles that may occur when are genotyped 
individuals from different breeds of those that have been used to select SNP included in the 
bead-chip (Nielsen and Signorovitch, 2003). 
 
The combined use of sequencing techniques and high density SNP genotyping has led to 
the discovery of structural elements of DNA sequence that may be of great importance in 
the identification of sources of variation between and within breeds. Examples of these 
structural features are copy number variations and runs of homozygosity. 
The CNVs are the results of DNA deletions or duplications that lead to a change in the 
number of copies of a specific chromosome region. The CNVs may have a size that varies 
from one kilobase (kb) to several megabases (Mb). These structural variations may involve 
segments of DNA containing whole genes (Redon et al., 2006). The mechanisms of 
formation of CNV can be different, resulting in different modifications of the genome 
structure. The decrease or increase in the number of copies of a gene can be the results of 
micro-homologous recombination (Hastings et al., 2009). Currently it is estimated that the 
CNV cover about 12% of the human genome (Hastings et al., 2009). CNV regions have a 
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different lengths: 35% range between 100 bp and 1 Kb and 65% have a size between 1-10 
Kb, respectively (Scherer et al., 2007) (http://projects.tcag.ca/variation/). CNV have been 
investigated in cattle. Kijas et al. (2011) identified 51 CNV in 10 cattle (3 Angus, 6 
Brahman and one composite animal one third Bos Taurus Indicus e two thirds Bos Taurus) 
using a microarray-based comparative genomic hybridization (array-GCH) technique. 
Fadista et al. (2010), using the same technique, has identified 304 CNV summing to a total 
of 23 Mb on a sample of 14 Holsteins, 3 Simmental, 2 Red Danish and 1 Hereford animals. 
Hou et al. (2011) reports a set of about 680 regions of CNV with a total size of 139 Mb 
identified in a population of 539 animals using a SNP chip.  
As a general definition, a run of homozygosity (ROH) is intended as a chromosomal 
segment where an interrupted succession of homozygotes markers occurs. There are some 
specific features in the definition of ROH that may vary between studies as the minimum 
length of a ROH, the minimum number of SNP included, the average SNP density, 
presence of just one heterozygote SNP (Ferencakovic et al., 2013).  
The length of the ROH is connected to the degree of relationship of animals and to the 
inbreeding coefficient of the parents of the individual under consideration. Short ROH can 
be found in abundance on outbred individuals whereas long ROH are generated mainly by 
a recent inbreeding (Ferencakovic et al., 2013). However the length of the ROH can also 
be generated by a low recombination of a particular region of the genome (Kirin et al., 
2010).  
Runs of homozygosity have been investigated mainly in human populations. In particular, 
relationships between ROH and diseases (Lencz et al., 2007) and inbreeding (Woods et al., 
2006) have been investigated. Studies on ROH have been also carried in livestock, mainly 
for estimation of inbreeding levels (Ferencakovic et al., 2012). Measures of inbreeding 
based on ROH could then further be used for estimation of inbreeding depression. 
In cattle the estimate of ROH is a valid method for the identification of the level of 
inbreeding of individuals. Studies have shown that a greater length of ROH is attributable 
to a recent inbreeding (about 3 generation ago for ROH larger than 16 Mb) and it is a good 
indication of the levels of inbreeding (Ferencakovic et al., 2011, 2012). It is much more 
complicate to detect shorter ROH (under 4 Mb in length using 54K chipset) since most of 
the time these homozygous fragment are not truly Identical by descend, hence they do not 
represent the true level of autozigosity. Ferencakovic (2013) and Purfield (2012) 
demonstrate how only autozigous segment >5 Mb can be effectively detected using 54K 
SNP chip, for shorter true autozygous segment it is necessary to increase the SNP density.  
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Analysis on segments of homozygosity can be used for the study of the history of 
domesticated populations and to determine inbreeding coefficient when pedigree is not 
available or is not sufficiently depth (Purfield et. Al 2012). Purfield analyzed cattle ROH 
data of 42 different breeds from different continents, using a core of nearly 900 bulls of 
multiple breed genotyped at 800K and a group of 1,162 animals gentyped at 54K. 
Furthermore, the association between phenotypes and ROH has been used to measure the 
inbreeding depression in US dairy Cattle. It has been shown that an increase in the values 
of genomic based inbreeding coefficient (FROH) lead to a lowering of production values 
for most of productive, reproductive traits (Bjelland et al., 2013). 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS 
Aim of the present thesis is to study the genetic variability of cattle breeds farmed in Italy. 
These were selected in order to represent different origin, selection history and production 
aptitudes. The variation at genome level was investigated by using three approaches that 
allow for disentangling different aspects of the genetic difference between animal 
populations. One approach checked the difference between two breeds by using a 
modification of the Fst metric methodology, developed in order to make the signal pattern 
more readable through a local regression smoothing and to identify outlier signals based on 
statistical evidence. This study was focused a identifying genomic regions that harbor 
genes involved in the differences between dairy and beef cattle. Then a multi-breed 
investigation was performed based on the comparison between allele frequencies under the 
hypothesis of the binomial distributions. The research was mainly aimed at looking for 
genes shared between breeds grouped according to production aptitudes. Finally a third 
study was carried out to analyse the structural differences in the genome by investigating 
the variation of the distribution of ROH between breeds. Relationships between runs of 
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Use of Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing (LOWESS) regression to 




 Selection is the major force affecting local levels of genetic variation in species. 
The availability of dense marker maps offers new opportunities for a detailed 
understanding of genetic diversity distribution across the animal genome. Over the last 
fifty years, cattle breeds have been subjected to intense artificial selection. Consequently, 
regions controlling traits of economic importance are expected to exhibit selection 
signatures. The fixation index (Fst) is an estimate of population differentiation, based on 
genetic polymorphism data and it is calculated using the relationship between inbreeding 
and heterozygosity. In the present study, the locally weighted scatterplot smoothing 
regression (LOWESS) and a Control Chart approach were used to investigate selection 
signatures in two cattle breeds with different production aptitude (dairy and beef).  
Fst was calculated for 42,514 SNPs marker loci distributed across the genome in 749 Italian 
Brown and 364 Piedmontese bulls respectively. The statistical significance of Fst values 
was assessed using a Control Chart. The LOWESS technique was efficient in removing 
noise from the raw data and was able to highlight selection signatures in chromosomes 
known to harbour genes affecting dairy and beef traits. Examples are, the peaks detected 
for BTA2 in the region where the myostatin gene is located and for BTA6 in the region 
harbouring the ABCG2 locus. Moreover, several loci not previously reported in cattle 
studies were detected.  
Key words: SNPs, Fst, LOWESS, cattle breeds 
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INTRODUCTION 
 The study of the genetic basis of differences among animal populations is a hot 
topic of animal genetics. The quantification of allelic richness and the evaluation of their 
association with phenotypes represent tools for the safeguard and the management of local 
populations. Moreover, identification of genomic regions involved in phenotypic 
differences between individuals provide useful knowledge for gene assisted selection 
programmes. 
Specialized breeds have been subjected to intense selection. A main consequence 
has been the progressive erosion of local levels of genetic variation that may have 
compromised the ability to challenge environmental factors (Mäki-Tanila et al., 2010). 
Thus a genetic comparison between selected and autochthonous populations may allow for 
the identification of genomic regions involved in the control of fitness traits. On the other 
hand, studies involving highly selected breeds with different production aptitudes, as the 
case of dairy and beef cattle, can provide an exciting opportunity for studying signatures of 
selective breeding (Hayes et al., 2008a; Qanbari et al., 2010). Actually, little is known 
about the effects of intensive, directional and prolonged selection on genome sub-structure 
of domestics species.  
In population genetics, the identification of a locus target of selection is based on 
the existence of a reduction in nucleotidic diversity, or on an increase linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) and/or a changed allele frequency (Doebley et al., 2006). Currently, 
different statistical methods are used for the detection of selection signatures. Many of 
them are based on the comparison of allele frequencies or haplotype structure (for a review 
see Biswas and Akey 2006). The most commonly used metrics are the r
2
 for measuring LD 
and the fixation index Fst (Weir and Cockerham, 1984). A quite recent approach, 
extensively studied  in human populations, is based on the  detection of runs of 
homozygosity (ROH),  defined as uninterrupted stretch of homozygous genotypes (Gibson 
et al., 2006). The extent and frequency of ROHs can be used as an indication of past or 
recent inbreeding (Khatkar et al., 2010; Purfield et al., 2012; Ferencakovic et al., 2012). 
However, for many of these methods it is difficult to develop a proper statistical test. This 
is particularly true when searching for selective signatures within a single population. 
 High throughput platforms able to simultaneously genotype for many thousands of 
SNP offer a powerful tool for the assessment of the genetic diversity across the genome 
(Andersson and Georges 2004). Genome Wide Analysis (GWA) have been performed to 
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clarify the role of selection and drift in the evolutionary processes (Biswas and Akey 
2006). Several recent studies have proposed the hitch-hiking mapping approach for 
identification of target of positive selection. The basic assumption is that the substitution of 
favourable allele at one site results in a reduction of variability at closely linked sites and 
lead to the allele fixation in a population (Przeworski et al., 2005). Actually, the abundance 
of SNP throughout the genome makes them particularly suitable in the detection of such 
selective sweeps (Andersson and Georges 2004). 
However, such a huge amount of information has become rather problematic to 
interpret. A major issue is represented by the great variability of the signal pattern (for 
example heterozygosity or other related statistics as Fst) along the chromosome. An usual 
empirical practice to smooth data is to work on average values of sliding windows of 
predetermined size (Weir et al., 2005; Barendse et al., 2009). A common problem is 
represented by the development of a suitable statistical test able to assess whether an index 
of the genetic difference between two populations can be considered significant. Different 
approaches have been proposed to assess Fst statistical significance, as the calculation of q-
values for Kernel-smoothed values (Flori et al., 2009),  permutation test based on binomial 
distribution of the SNP allelic frequencies (Stella et al., 2010) or the setting of a threshold 
of one standard deviation from the mean for smoothed Fst values (Kijas et al., 2012). 
In the present work, an approach for studying selection signatures in two Italian 
cattle breeds with different production aptitude, Italian Brown and Piedmontese (dairy and 
beef, respectively), is proposed. In particular, a local regression is used to smooth raw Fst 
data and a Control Chart is applied to predicted data for identifying significant values. The 
method is challenged to identify genes that have been reported to be involved in the 
genetic determinism of dairy and beef traits in cattle.  
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A sample of 749 Italian Brown and 364 Piedmontese bulls was considered in the 
study. Animals were genotyped with the Illumina Bovine bead-chip containing 54,001 SNP 
(http://www.illumina.com). Only SNP located on the 29 autosomes in the Btau4.0 build of 
the Bovine Genome assembly were considered. Quality control was performed on the 
genotypes. SNP were removed if: monomorphic in both breeds; had a percentage of 
missing data higher than 2.5% had a minor allele frequency lower than 1%. After data 
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editing, 42,514 markers were retained for the study. Missing data were replaced with the 
most frequent allele at that specific locus for each breed.  
Allele frequencies, observed and expected heterozygosity were calculated for each 
breed. Total allelic frequencies for each locus, fp and fq, considering all animals as a single 
population were calculated as: 
fp  =  [fB (2·nB)+fP·(2·nP)]/(nB+nP); 
Where fB and nB  are frequencies of alleles  and number of individuals in Brown, 
and fP and nP  are frequencies of alleles  and number of individuals in Piedmontese. 
fq  = 1-fp 
Then, expected heterozygosity in populations (Hs) and overall (Ht) were calculated. 
Finally, Fst was calculated according to Weir and Cockerham (1984) as: 
Fst  =Ht-Hs/Ht 
In order to smooth Fst  pattern, data were fitted with a Locally Weighted Scatterplot 
Smoothing (LOWESS) regression using the PROC LOWESS of  SAS/STAT software 
version  9.2 (SAS Institute, Inc; Cary NC) (Cleveland 1979). The LOWESS has been used 
in genetics for smoothing model R
2
 in the statistical analysis of molecular marker data 
(Questa-Marcos et al., 2010). In the LOWESS, the space of the independent variable is 
fragmented into different intervals for which separate regressions are fitted. The aim of the 
method is to remove noise from raw data and to clarify graphical presentations. A critical 
point in fitting LOWESS is the identification of a suitable dimension of the data interval to 
be included in the analysis. In other words, if x is the number of adjacent points to be used 
in the estimation procedure of a set of n data, each region contains a fraction of points 
given by x/n. This ratio is defined as the smoothing parameter S of the LOWESS 
regression. As S  increases, the fitted line will be smoother until S = 1 that corresponds to a 
single line (i.e. the standard linear regression). Consequently, the goodness of fit depends 
strongly on the smoothing parameter used (Cohen 1999).  
In general, the number of markers considered in the local regression was different 
across chromosomes, being directly related to their length. Therefore the use of the same S 
parameter in all chromosomes could not be feasible. In the present work, a smoothing 
parameter corresponding to an interval of 20 SNPs for each separated regression gave the 
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Table 1 LOWESS smoothing parameter (S) and interval length in base pair (bp) for each 
chromosome (BTA) 
BTA Smoothing parameter (S) Length in bp 
1 0.007057163 161,021,444 
2 0.008594757 140,672,838 
3 0.009017133 127,908,629 
4 0.009363296 124,125,394 
5 0.011049724 125,804,605 
6 0.009149131 122,543,360 
7 0.01048218 112,064,213 
8 0.009813543 116,938,581 
9 0.011554015 107,962,209 
10 0.010775862 119,596,824 
11 0.010487677 110,120,689 
12 0.014224751 85,277,438 
13 0.013236267 84,344,187 
14 0.013689254 81,323,942 
15 0.013831259 84,598,267 
16 0.014869888 77,895,388 
17 0.014534884 76,454,249 
18 0.017421603 66,116,595 
19 0.017035775 65,213,966 
20 0.014673514 75,705,448 
21 0.017021277 69,171,298 
22 0.018298262 61,825,382 
23 0.021574973 53,329,482 
24 0.018281536 64,945,342 
25 0.024009604 44,021,516 
26 0.021881838 51,726,098 
27 0.023781213 48,726,297 
28 0.024691358 46,020,951 
29 0.022271715 51,979,343 
 
 
In order to identify Fst values different from the average pattern that could be 
evidence of selection signatures, LOWESS smoothed Fst were analysed with a Control 
Chart approach. This methodology aims at checking a process and its variability and it can 
be used to identify sources of variation. In the specific case of the present study, the goal 
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was to partition Fst variation into a component due to selection, that causes a drop of 
heterozygosity, and a remaining random variation along the chromosome. Control Charts 
are graphically displayed as stream of data falling within control limits. Data exceeding 
these limits are flagged as outlier signals. A similar approach has been used by Kijas et al., 
(2012) for identifying selection signatures in sheep breeds.  
A Control Chart approach has been recently used to identify sites of preferential 
location of genetic variation in Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Das et al., 2012). In the 
present study, smoothed Fst values were plotted against their position along the 
chromosome. Limits of the Control Chart were set at 3 standard deviations from the mean. 
 In order to compare the results with an assessed methodology for studying selection 
signatures, Fst values were also smoothed with a sliding windows approach. The genome 
was divided into windows and average Fst values for each interval were calculated. Sliding 
windows are a graphical method widely used for detect genomic regions under positive or 
balancing selection (Hayes et al., 2008a; Stella et al., 2010). In the present study, the size 
of the window was fixed at 20 SNP each (i.e. of the same size of those used in the 
LOWESS smoothing). The two methods were compared by examining patterns of 
smoothed Fst signals.  
 Annotated genes in genomic regions corresponding to peaks exceeding Control 
Chart limits were derived from the UCSC Genome Broswer Gateway 
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Intervals of 500Kbp (0,25 Mbp upstream and downstream the 
significant region) were considered. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The comparison of chromosome average heterozygosity (Hobs) between the two 
breeds highlights lower values for the Italian Brown (average difference of 0.04) (Figure 
1). The largest difference was found for BTA6 (0.07) the smallest for BTA2 (0.02).  
Differences in heterozygosity between cattle breeds have been reported by other authors 
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Figure 1 Comparison of average heterozygosity (Hobs) per chromosome between the two breeds 
(green = Piedmontese, red = Italian Brown). 
 
 In general, non smoothed SNP Fst values were characterized by some well defined 
peaks that could be evidence of divergent selection, and by a large background of low to 
moderate values indicating random noise. The largest number of high raw Fst values (n= 
17, between 0.4 and 0.9) was detected on BTA6, the smallest (n= 1 with Fst value= 0.26) 
on BTA23 (Figures 2a and b, respectively). Few raw Fst signals (both in frequency and 
magnitude) were also detected on BTA28 and 29 (supplemental material). The pattern of 
raw Fst data for BTA6 was more regular compared to BTA23. This result may be 
interpreted as a consequence of the hitchhiking effect, because a reduction of 
heterozygosity (selective sweep) affect polymorphism of both individual and associated 
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Figures 2. Pattern of raw Fst  data calculated for SNP located along the BTA 6 (a) and 23 (b); 
predicted Fst values for the SNP located along BTA6 (c) and 23 (d) using the LOWESS regression 
with a smoothing parameter of 0.009 and 0,021 respectively; Control Chart of predicted Fst  values 
for BTA6 (e) and 23 (f). Solid line: Mean, dotted lines are: upper control limit (UCLI) and lower 
control limit (LCLI).  
 
The LOWESS correction resulted in a better definition of highest peaks, even if 
with an expected reduction in scale due to the regression (supplemental material). 
Moreover, other peaks of moderate height have been disentangled from the background 
noise of raw Fst data. As an example, LOWESS corrected Fst values for BTA6 and BTA23 
are reported in Figures 2c and d, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the smoothing 
procedure enhanced clustered peaks whereas isolated signals were regressed towards lower 
values. This behaviour was observed for the whole genome (supplemental material). 
Compared to other methods currently used for studying selection signatures, such a 
relative simplicity could be interpreted as a sign of weakness. Actually, the LOWESS 
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regression is a robust non parametric method, does not relies on strong assumptions on 
data distribution and it could be considered as a sort “of vertical sliding windows” (Jacoby, 
2000). Such a property was evident also in the comparison with the sliding windows 
approach performed in this study (Figure 3): the LOWESS was actually able to yield more 
defined and clear signals. The enhancement of cluster of peaks and the lowering of isolated 
signals are evidence of robustness of the method that is not affected by the variation of a 
single marker. This feature is particularly useful for fitting the hitch-hiking effect that 
occurs in the surroundings of a selectively favourable mutation (Maynard Smith and 
Haigh, 1974).  
 
 
Figure 3 Plot of comparison between Sliding Windows versus LOWESS on BTA6. black line: 
Sliding Windows method, red line: LOWESS methodology. 
 
The control chart analysis detected a total of 98 outliers on the whole genome. 
BTA6, 8 and 15 showed the largest number of signals (8, 8 and 7 respectively). On BTA11, 
12, 17 and 22 a single signal was detected, whereas no peaks were found on BTA23, 25 
and 29. These Figures are lower than those reported by Stella et al. (2010) that, on a large 
number of breeds, found 699 different putative selection signatures on the whole genome. 
However, Flori et al. (2009) using smoothed Fst  across three different dairy or dual 
purpose breeds identified a total of 13 significative regions under selection distributed on 
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seven distinct chromosomes. Some of these regions correspond to those detected in the 
present work. An example are peaks of smoothed Fst that have been found on BTA6 
regions where LAP3 (leucine aminopeptidase 3 at 37,871,423-37,896,860 bp)  and LCORL 
(ligand dependent nuclear receptor corepressor-like  at 38,137,617-38,288,047 bp) loci 
map.  
Five peaks distributed throughout the chromosome were detected BTA19. A total of 
66 different annotated  loci for the corresponding genomic regions were retrieved from 
UCSC Genome Browser Gateway data base. This is the highest number of genes  per 
chromosome found in the present analysis. This result is in agreement with the study of 
Band et al. (2000), that reported  a significantly larger number of mapped genes for BTA19 
compared to the other autosomes. 
As far as the use of the Control Chart for testing outliers is concerned, the way 
confidence limits are set implies an assumption of normality for data distribution. Actually 
Fst often shows a heavily skewed distribution (Deng et al., 2007). However, a way to deal 
with this problem is to divide data into subgroups and then use their averages which could 
be considered approximately normally distributed (Morrison, 2008). Such an approach is 
similar to what has been done in the present work, where actually intervals of Fst data were 
considered for the LOWESS smoothing. Recently, to investigate levels of genetic diversity 
and to characterise the role of domestication and selection on the sheep genome,  Kijas and 
co-workers (2012) performed a genome-wide analysis using  smoothed SNP-specific Fst 
plotted for values on excess of one standard deviation from the mean. In any case, being 
straightforward to interpret without specific statistical background and simple to update, 
the Control Chart approach has been widely used in genetics, medicine and other fields of 
applied biology (Westgard et al., 1981; Coskun et al., 2008; Das et al., 2012). 
The reliability of the proposed method was confirmed by smoothed Fst values that 
exceeded Control Chart limits in regions of the genome where genes known to affect 
productive  traits are located.  An evident example was the highest peak detected at about 
37 Mbp  on BTA6 (Figure 2e). It was the largest smoothed Fst predicted value (0.30) 
observed across the whole genome in the present study. Some genes known to affect milk 
production traits have been mapped in this region. Examples are Family with sequence 
similarity 13 member A (FAM13A1) (36,740,247-36,843,133 bp) (Cohen et al., 2004), 
ATP-binding Cassette, sub-family G (WHITE), member 2 (ABCG2) (37,342,201-
37,433,870 bp), secreted phosphoprotein 1 (SPP1) (37,511,672-37,511,830 bp) and 
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma, coactivator 1 alpha (PPARGC1A) 
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(44,797,216-44,935,623 bp) (Cohen-Zinder et al., 2005; Ron and Weller 2007; Sheehy et 
al., 2009). On the other hand, no LOWESS predicted Fst peaks were detected on BTA23 
(Figure 2f).  
A further example is represented by a peak  exceeding the chart limits that  was 
detected between 6,5-7,5 Mbp on BTA2. It is well known that myostatin (MSTN) locus that 
controls double muscling phenotype in cattle is located in position 2q14-q15 between 
6,532,697 and 6,539,265 bp. Actually this gene is reported to be fixed for the p.Cys313Tyr 
variant in the Piedmontese breed (Casas et al., 1999). Even though this causative mutation 
is not present in the SNP chip, the signal has been detected in the adjacent markers.  
A rather unexpected result has been obtained on BTA14, where no relevant signals 
in the region where the DGAT1 locus (dyacylglycerol O-acyltransferase 1) maps were 
found. However, it should be remembered that some studies have reported the fixation of 
the p.Lys232Ala variant both for the Italian Brown and Piedmontese  breeds (Kaupe et al., 
2004).  
Other detected genomic regions, in agreement with previous researches on selection 
signatures in cattle, were those harbouring genes affecting coat colour. These loci have 
been under strong selection considering the importance of this trait in defining cattle 
breeds (Flori et al., 2009; Wiener and Wilkinson 2011). In the present study, two selection 
signatures were observed on BTA18 (12-13Mbp) and  between 72-73 Mbp still on BTA6. 
In these chromosomic regions are located the Melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1R) and  the 
Kit (V-kit Hardy-Zuckerman 4 feline sarcoma  viral oncogene homolog), loci respectively. 
The Extension locus controls melanine synthesis. The presence of three different alleles (E, 
E
1
 and e) in both cattle breeds considered in this study has been reported (Russo et al., 
2007). The Kit locus is responsible for the “Piebald” spotted coat-colour pattern in  cattle 
and other species. This is interesting because Brown Swiss and Piedmontese breeds did not 
show Piebald phenotype (Stella et al., 2010), confirming the complex genetic architecture 
of coat colour in mammals. 
In the present study, strong selection signals have been identified also in genomic 
regions not previously associated to traits of economic importance. 
Several genes related to calcium homeostasis and metabolism were found. 
Osteocrin (OSTN) on BTA1, the calcitonin receptor (CALCR) and calmodulin 2 (CAM2) 
on BTA4  encode for bone specific proteins that appears to act as soluble 
osteoblast/osteoclast regulators (Thomas et al., 2003). The analysis of BTA10 outliers has 
revealed the presence of one interesting gene, the GREM1 that encode for  the gremlin 1, a 
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protein required for the osteoblastic activity and mineral apposition (Canalis et al., 2012). 
Moreover, on BTA15 STIM1 (Stromal interaction molecule 1, was highlighted. It is 
expressed in mammary gland and it is essential for the cellular storage of calcium and the 
activation of the calcium influx pathway (Li et al., 2012). Actually, milk production is a 
complex biological process involving different tissues and governed by many genes 
(Finucane et al., 2007; Lemay et al., 2009). Bone and mammary tissues are related via the 
same signalling pathways (Cohen at al., 2004). Bone is a dynamic tissue continually 
modelled through the coordinate actions of the bone forming osteoblast and  resorbing 
osteoclast (Budayr et al., 1989). Lactation is considered one of the most important events 
that determine bone remodelling due to the  relevant calcium mobilization (Qing et al., 
2012).  During the production of milk,  plasmatic Ca
+2
 entries into the mammary epithelial 
cells  through a phenomenon called calcium influx pathway (McAndrew et al., 2011).  
A further set of highlighted genomic regions are those were genes related to  
epithelial cell proliferation, skeletal muscle and bone morphogenesis map. As reported in 
the previous section, a selection signature in a large region spanning between 7 and 10 
Mbp was found on BTA2.  Several genes involved in the biology of muscular apparatus 
have been mapped in this region. Examples are the Bridging integrator 1 (BIN1), that plays 
an important role in muscle cell biology (Sedwick 2010), and the  Solute Carrier  family 40 
(iron regulated transporter), member1 (SLC40A1) locus, that codes for the ferroportin 1 
(FPN1) a protein with an essential role in the regulation of iron levels on the body. 
On BTA11 the Bone morphogenetic protein 10 (BMP10) a  growth factor belonging 
to the TGF-ß superfamily known for its ability to induce bone and cartilage development 
(Groenveld and Burger, 2000) was found. Moreover, SNAI3 (Snail homolog 3) and CDH15 
(cadeherin 15, type1, M-cadherin (myotubule) were highlighted on BTA18 (12,908,122-
13,260,964 bp). They are  involved in the skeletal morphogenesis and myoblast 
differentiation (Moran et al., 2002; Zhuge et al., 2005).  An evident peak around 26-27 
Mbp was observed on BTA20. In this genomic region is annotated the Follistatin (FST) 
locus. This protein acts blocking the binding of Myostatin to its receptor and causing an 
abnormal muscle development (McPherron and Lee, 2001). Table 2 reports other regions 
identified by peaks exceeding Control Chart limits and the annotated genes involved in 
skeletal muscle development and metabolism. Strong selection signatures observed in 
regions of genes related to muscle development, differentiation and metabolism  could be 
interpreted as signs of selection within the Piedmontese. However, it should be 
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remembered that the Brown Swiss was originally a dual purpose breed. Thus some of these 
genes might have also contributed to determine the Brown's phenotype. A deeper 
knowledge of the role of these genes in muscular cells could be of help for selecting 
markers useful for beef cattle breeding. 
 
Table 2 List of putative candidate genes obtained on the basis of Control Chart outliers 
Biological 
Function 
BTA Position Mbp Gene name 
Immune Response 5 81,763,516-81,779,866 USP18 ubiquitin specific peptidase 18 
16 23,622,572-23,625,154 TLR5 toll-like receptor 5 
17 57,084,217-57,115,368 HVCN1 hydrogen voltage-gated 
channel 1 
18 1,880,236-12,887,173 CYBA cytochrome b-245, alpha 
polypeptide 
19 21,395,686-21,409,196 TMIGD1 transmembrane and 
immunoglobulin domain containing 1 
26 23,471,864-23,478,382 NFKB2 nuclear factor of kappa light 




EAF1 ELL-associated factor 1 
3 86,007,282-86,200,728 AK4  Adenylate kinase 4 




LAP3 leucine aminopeptidase 3; 
NCAPG non-SMC condensing I 
complex, subunit G; 




TXNDC8 Thioredoxin domain 
containing 8 (spermatozoa) 
9 41,225,543-41,246,855 AMD1 adenosylmehtionine 
decarboxylase 1 
10 36,873,000-36,890,219 TYRO3 TYRO3 protein tyrosine kinase  
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11 70,119,086-70,174,863 GMCL1 germ cell-less, 
spermatogenesis associated 1 
14 60,023,782-60,033,403 ODF1 outer dense fiber of sperm tails 
1 
15 18,520,179-18,520,292;  
24,046,636-24,397,152 
FDX1 ferredoxin 1; 
CADM1 cell adhesion molecule 1 







GSG2 germ cell associated 2 (haspin);  
P2RX1 purinergic receptor P2X, 
ligand-gated ion channel,1 ; 





1 76,216,039-76,832,685 FGF12 fibroblast growth factor 12 





CDS2 CDP-diacylglycerol synthase 
(phosphatidate cytydyltransferase) 2 ; 
FERMT1 fermitin family member1 
14 60,169,396-60,307,900 UBR5 ubiquitin protein ligase E3 





TGFB2 transforming growth factor, 
beta2; 
PSEN2 presenilin 2 (Alzheimer 
disease 4) 
17 57,146,787-57,165,849 PPP1CC protein phosphatase 1, 







MAPK7 mitogen- activated protein 
kinase 7; 
DRG2 developmentally regulated GTP 
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Ions metabolism 1 78,466,667-78,488,928 CLDN16 claudin 16 
2 9,451,265-9,580,452 CALCRL calcitonin receptor- like 
4 11,016,143-11,126,171 CALCR calcitonin receptor 
5 81,136,111-81,146,812 KCTD17 potassium  channel 
tetramerisation domain containing 17 





dependent protein kinase kinase 2, 
beta; 
ATP2A2 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, 
cardiac muscle, slow twitch 2 





ATP2A3 ATPase, Ca++ transporting, 
ubiquitous; 
CAMKK1 calcium/calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase kinase 1, 
alpha 
24 31,254,115-31,532,051 KCTD1 potassium channel 





KCNIP2 Kv channel interacting 
protein 2; 
CALHM3 calcium homeostasis 
modulator 3 
Lipid metabolism 2 6,192,072-6,348,621 HIBCH  3 hydroxibutirril o idrolase 
5 53,700,174-53,700,270 ACAT2 AcetylCoA acetyltransferase 2 
10 59,440,432-59,504,627 CYP19A1 cytochrome P450, family 
19, subfamily A, polypeptide1  
13 48,423,438-48,446,513 CRLS1 cardiolipin synthase 1 
15 55,827,654-56,160,380 ACER3 alkaline ceramidase 3 
18 13,212,190-13,250,827 ACSF3 Acyl-CoA synthase family 
member 3 
19 35,671,152-35,687,188 SREFB1 sterol regulatory element 
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bibdingtranscription factor 1 
mammary gland 
metabolism 









ABCG2 ATP-binding cassette, sub-
family G, (WHIT), member 2; 
PKD2 polycistic kidney disease 2; 
SPP1 secreted phosphoprotein 1; 
PDGFRA platlet-derived growth 
factor receptor, alpha poypetide; 
KIT V-kit Hardy-Zuckerman 4 feline 
sarcoma viral oncogene homolog 





GREM1 gremlin1, DAN family BMP 
antagonist; 
IGFBP3 insulin-like growth factor 
binding protein 3 
14 12,506,878-12,583,201 
 
MTMR2 myotubularin related 
 protin 2; 
15 20,478,802-20,482,029 
50,442,087-50,753,021 
CRYAB crystalline alpha B; 
STIM1 stromal interaction molecule 1 









24 30,845,569-30,860,104 AQP4 aquaporin 4 
27 48,475,540-48,478,931 OXSM 3-oxyacyl-ACP synthase, 
mitochondrial 






CAPN7 calpain 7 
2 5,595,799-5,652,801 BIN1 bridging integrator1; 
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SLC40A1 solute carrier family 
40(iron regulated transporter) 
member1; 
COL3A1 collagen type (III) alpha 1 





MUSK muscle, skeletal, receptor 
tyrosine kinase 




BMP10 bone morphogenetic protein 
10; 
CAPN14 calpain 14; 
CAPN13 calpain 13 




PPP1R14C protein phosphatase 1, 
regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 14C ; 
CAPN5 calpain 5 
16 24,021,217-24,065,788 
24,108,032-24,166,355 
CAPN8 calpain 8; 





ARPC3 actin related protein 2/3 
complex, subunit3 21kDa; 








SNAI3 snail homolog 3; 
CDH15 cadherin 15, type1,M-
cadherin (myotubule); 
PPP1R14A protein phosphatase 1, 
regulatory (inhibitor) subunit 14A; 
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ANKRD1 ankyrin repeat domain 1 
(cardiac muscle); 
ACTR1A ARP1 actinn related protein 
1 homolog a, centractyn alpha (yeast) 




CNRIP1 cannabinoid receptor 
interacting protein 1; 
GFTP1 glutamine-fructose-6 
phosphate transaminase 1 
15 20,576,533-20,611,864 DLAT dihydrolipoamide S-
acetyltransferase 
18 13,776,888-13,778,639 MC1R melanocortin 1 receptor (alpha 




PPY pancreatic polypeptide 
G6PC3 glucose 6 phosphatase, 
catalytic, 3 
 
In this study few putative candidate genes were detected for lipid metabolism 
(Table 2). This is probably due to the fact that intramuscular fat deposition not only 
depends on the genetic background but also  by other factors such as age, sex, nutrition and 
farm conditions. 
An interesting  result  was the  identification of  numerous putative candidate genes 
involved   in the reproductive function (Table 2). Among them, the specific ligand (KITLG) 
for the Kit receptor was identified on BTA5. Actually the interaction between kit and its 
ligand is crucial for fertility (Mithraprabhn and Loveland, 2009). Such results suggest a 
further deepening of the genetic basis of relationships between production and fertility 
traits (Bello et al., 2012). 
Finally, this genome wide analysis highlighted the presence of selection signatures 
for a group of similar genes. Six genes belonging to the Calpains gene family were 
detected in four different chromosomes: CAPN 7 on BTA1, CAPN 13 and 14 on BTA11, 
CAPN 5 on BTA15, and CAPN 2 and  8 on BTA16, respectively. Several studies indicate 
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calpains as regulators of apoptosis and suggest an involvement of the calpain system 
during the muscle postmortem apoptotic pathway (Mohanty et al., 2010). The interaction 
among calpains and other proteases is considered a foundamental step for after 
slaughtering meat tenderization (Koohmaraie, 1992). A multi gene family is  formed by 
duplication of a single original gene. In cattle, 3.1% of the genome is composed of 
duplicated genes, most of which encoding proteins involved in innate immunity, sensory 
receptors and reproduction (Elsik et al., 2009). Generally, the expansion or contraction of 
gene families can be due to chance or is the result of natural selection. Gene gain or loss 
are so considered to be an incentive for evolutionary change and as a common 
advantageous response to selective regimes (Demuth et al., 2006). 
A detailed list of putative genes for all 29 bovine chromosomes highlighted by the 
Control Chart outliers values is  summarized in Table 2. All gene content information 
presented was derived from the UCSC Genome Broswer Gateway 
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/) using the fourth draft of bovine genome sequence assembly 
(Btau 4.0) and from NCBI or Swiss ProtK Source consultation. 
 Results obtained in this study on the comparison between two cattle breeds with 
different production aptitude, beef and dairy, agree with previous report on milk QTL 
(Cohen et al., 2004) and transcriptome analysis (Bionaz and Loor, 2008; Lemay et al., 
2009). Moreover it confirmed what observed in previous comparisons between cattle 
breeds (Flori et al., 2009; Stella et al., 2010; Qanbari et al., 2011). Differences have been 
found with the QTL analysis carried out by Prasad et al. (2008) on BTA19 and 29, where 
selection signatures in different chromosomal regions were found. A possible explanation 
could be represented in the different genomic assemblies used. 
  
CONCLUSIONS 
 The combined use of a LOWESS regression and a Control Chart approach here 
proposed was effective in studying the genetic differences between the Piedmontese and 
the Italian Brown cattle breeds. In particular, the local regression was able to yield a 
smooth Fst pattern, easy to interpret compared to raw data. The Control Chart allowed for a 
quite simple detection of significant Fst values that may indicate selection signatures. The 
method was validated by comparing results obtained on several chromosomes with 
previous reports in cattle (Hayes et al., 2008a and b; Flori et al., 2009; Stella et al., 2010; 
Qanbari et al., 2011). Moreover, some regions harboring genes not yet associated to traits 
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of economic importance for livestock have been detected. In particular, genes involved in 
the calcium metabolism and muscle biology have been highlighted. The methodology 
could be proposed as an easy approach for performing a whole genome scan in studies 
aimed at identifying selection signatures by using high throughput SNP maps. 
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Detection of selection signatures in five Italian cattle breeds with 
different productive specialization 
 
ABSTRACT 
The man-made process of domestication and subsequently the practice of artificial 
selection have led to the current constitution of animals breeds and plants varieties. 
Objective of positive selection is to improve the biological efficiency of an individual in 
order to increase production performance. These processes lead to allelic changes which 
can be found in the genome in the form of selection signatures. The aim of this study was 
to detect signatures of selection in five Italian cattle breeds selected for different productive 
attitude (dairy, beef or both) using the Illumina Bovine SNP50 bead-chip. The data 
consisted of genotypes for 44,325 SNPs from 2093 Italian Holstein bulls, 749 Italian 
Brown bulls, 479 Italian Simmental bulls, 364 Piedmontese bulls and 410 Marchigiana 
bulls The statistic test applied was the parametric composite log likelihood (CLL) of the 
difference in allelic frequencies between the test and the reference population for a sliding 
window of 1Mb. In relation to the production types two new putative candidate gene 
clusters (SERPINs and KLKs) were detected in this study.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Genetic drift and selection are the major forces shaping the genetic variation of population 
and affecting divergence of species. Alongside these two evolutionary forces the action 
exerted by humans through the domestication  led to the change in the phenotypic traits of 
plants and animals (Andersson, 2012).  
After decades of heated debate between neutralists and selectionists, now there is a general 
consensus on the fundamental role played by neutral drift and positive selection in creating 
genetic variation and promoting evolutionary changes in living organisms (Bamshad and 
Wooding, 2003; Kosiol et al., 2008). Examples of the results of the intense artificial 
selection performed by the man are the large number of existing dog breeds that have 
originated only from  the wild wolf domestication that occurred about 14,000 years ago 
(Akey, 2009) or the hundreds of  cattle breeds known today (Qanbari et al., 
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2011).Therefore, domestication and subsequent selective pressure have altered most of the 
phenotypic and behavioral  traits of these animals. 
The unraveling of the history of animal domestication may help to understand biological 
mechanisms underlying the phenotypic variability in livestock and inferences about the 
effects of selection may provide important functional information (Nielsen, 2005; Wiener 
and Wilkinson, 2011). Objective of artificial selection in farm populations is to increase the 
frequency of desired alleles and simultaneously decrease that of unwanted ones in order to 
improve the biological and productive efficiency of breeds. Cattle breeds have been 
historically selected for milk and beef production, and this has led to observable 
phenotypic differences. 
If in a population subjected to artificial selection appears a favorable mutation, the 
frequency of the positive allele may increase over the time until fixation. Generally, also 
the loci closely near the mutated one are affected by this phenomenon and also they tend to 
the fixation. This phenomenon  is called hitch-hiking effect (Smith and Haigh, 1974). As a 
consequence of hitch-hiking, in the concerned genomic region there will be a reduction of 
heterozygosity resulting in a so called selective sweep (Przeworski et al., 2005; Stephan et 
al., 2006). Consequently, domestication and artificial selection appear to have left 
detectable signatures within the genome of livestock species (Gibbs et al., 2009). In 
general, selective sweeps lead to a reduction of variability within the population and an 
increase of the diversity between population (Weir et al., 2005). This reduction of 
variability can be measured by comparing the allele frequencies or haplotype structure of 
individuals with suitable statistical methods and estimators such as fixation index, Linkage 
Disequilibrium, iHS, EHH (Biswas and Akey, 2006; Lenstra et al., 2012). Currently, 
through molecular genetic markers such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is 
now possible to quantify and qualify the genetic variability between and within breeds. In 
fact, high-throughput platforms guarantee the simultaneous genotyping of thousands of 
SNPs for hundreds of individuals and provide a powerful tool to investigate the genetic 
diversity contained in the genome (Andersson and Georges, 2004). 
In the present work a dataset of five Italian cattle breeds (Italian Holstein, Italian Brown, 
Piedmontese, Marchigiana and Italian Simmental) strongly selected for divergent 
production aptitudes was analysed, dairy, meat or both (dual purpose breeds). The aim was 
to detect regions of the cattle genome involved in the process of selection and adaptation 
for dairy and beef production, or that are under selection in all breeds, pointing at more 
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fundamental processes involved in cattle domestication. In the study a parametric 
composite log likelihood statistical test (CLL) was used, as same proposed by Stella et al., 
2010 (calculation of CLL and  smoothing of row data with sliding windows of adjacent 
loci). Moreover, in the present study an alternative test of significance based on the control 
chart application (Pintus et al., 2013) was performed. Outlier signals displayed by control 
chart highlighted chromosomic regions containing selection signatures for milk or beef  
productive traits.  
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Experimental population and genotypic data 
The animal population used in this study consisted of 4,095 bulls from five Italian cattle 
breeds, specifically selected to represent part of the dairy, beef and dual-purpose cattle 
genetic resources of Italy. A total of 2,093 and 749 bulls were selected from the Holstein 
(HOL) and Italian Brown (IB) dairy breeds, respectively. On the other hand, 364 and 410 
bulls were selected from the Piedmontese (PIE) and Marchigiana (MAR) beef breeds, 
respectively. In addition, a 479 dual-purpose Italian Simmental bulls (SIM) were included 
in the dataset. The selection criteria of bull of all breeds was based on pedigree 
information, aimed at maximizing genetic variability and reducing, as far as possible, close 
relationships between animals. Biological samples (semen) used in this study were 
obtained within a collaboration between the research institutions, breed Associations, and 
Italian certified artificial insemination centers (EU Directive 88/407/CEE) involved in the 
SELMOL and PROZOO research projects, funded by the Italian Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fondazione CARIPLO, respectively. All bulls were genotyped with the Illumina 
Bovine SNP50 bead-chip version 1 containing 54,001 SNPs. Markers belonging to the X 
chromosome, non mapped, and those with within-breed call rate ≤ 97.5% were removed. 
Moreover, SNPs which were monomorphic across all breeds, and those that have an 
overall minor allele frequency ≤ 0.01 were also removed. No editing for deviations from 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was applied. Missing values were not considered in the 
analysis. After editing, 44,325 SNP were retained for the study. 
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Detection of signatures of selection 
According to Stella et al. (2010), we used the composite log likelihood (CLL) of SNP 
allelic frequencies along "sliding windows" of adjacent loci to detect signatures of 
selection on the genome of the five cattle breeds. The method is based on the comparison 
of allele frequencies at each locus between the sub-population of interest (test population, 
Pt), and the reference population (Pn-t, with n being the total population size), formed by all 
breeds in our dataset excluding the test population t. This comparison against the whole 
experimental population was repeated for each sub-population (breed) in the dataset. The 
composite log-likelihood (CLL) of the allele frequencies in the test population, compared 
to the reference population, was based on the binomial distribution and calculated as 
follows:  
 






































where CLLj is the composite log-likelihood at locus j,  
w is the size of the sliding window;  
n is the absolute frequency of both the two alleles at locus j in the test population (i.e. 
double the number of animals); 
k is the absolute frequency of the minor allele (or of the unique allele in case of fixation for 
that specific breed) at locus j in the test population;  
q is the absolute frequency of the minor allele in the reference population.  
 
Thus defined, the CLL measures the logarithm of the probability that the allele frequencies 
observed in the test population belong to the allele frequency distribution in the reference 
population. In other words, the CLL indicates how likely it is -at each locus- for an allele 
of the test population to be sampled from the reference population, and measures the 
degree of similarity between the two allele frequency distributions. The larger the absolute 
value of composite log-likelihood the larger the difference between the two distributions 
(and, therefore, between the two populations).  
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Table 1. Different cases of log-likelihood value calculation: example 1 monomorphic for 
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Under the assumption that frequency differences between populations geographically 
separated and with different productive specialization are due to selection, relevant CLL 
values could be considered signatures of selection (Stella et al., 2010). The chromosome-
wide sliding window approach was adopted in order to reduce the influence of isolated 
extreme CLL values, and to give stronger support to the identified regions under selection. 
Each autosome was divided into windows with a fixed size of 1 Mb. The average number 
of SNP contained in each sliding windows was 19 ± 4,8 SD (min = 2 max = 36).  
To identify statistically significant allele frequency differences, a control chart approach 
was applied as suggested by Pintus et al. (2013). In this procedure a threshold of three 
standard deviations over the average of whole-chromosome CLL values was defined 
(Figure 1). Markers exceeding this empirical threshold were considered significant 
signatures of selection and an accurate analysis to identify putative candidate genes has 
been conducted. These relevant genes were searched over a range of 500 Kb around each 
significant signal (250 Kb upstream and 250 Kb downstream the significant region). The 
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Figure 1 Pattern of the composite log-likelihood in chromosome 1 (graphs a, c, e, g and i) and in 
chromosome 26 (b, c, f, h and l). The breeds are divided in the following way: Italian Holstein 
graph a and b, Italian Brown c and d, Italian Simmental e and f, Marchigiana g and h and 
Piedmontese i and l. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Considering the density of SNPs as a determinant factor in the calculation of CLL, 
windows of 1 Mb were used (Matukumalli et al., 2009). The chromosome average inter-
marker distance in the whole genome and the maximum distance in the single autosome 
were detected. The average inter marker distance was approximately 57.7 Kb, ranging 
from 68.6 Kb in BTA 5 to 52.2 Kb in BTA 25, while the maximum inter-marker distance 
between adjacent markers (13,346,579 bp) was observed in BTA 10 and the lower inter-
marker distance (343,9) was on BTA 4 (Table1). This density was considered adequate to 
represent the 3 billion bases of sequence in the bovine genome (Matukumalli et al., 2009). 
Chromosome CLL averages obtained in this study decrease synchronously with the 
reduction of population size. For example on BTA6 CLL smoothed value was 105.2 for the 
2,093 Holstein bulls, 49.5 for the 749 Italian Brown bulls, and quite similar values for 
Simmental and Marchigiana (22.9 and 21.2 respectively), and 15.4 for 364 Piedmontese 
bulls (Table 2). This trend was in agreement with Stella et al. (2010) where CLL values 
decrease with the reduction of subpopulation number. 
The highest CLL value (323,3) was obtained for BTA 16, in Holstein (Table2). Moreover 
other high values were observed in Brown on BTA 5 (155). For beef breeds, a value equal 
to 200 was found  in Marchigiana on BTA19, 126 for Italian Simmental on BTA16 and 
finally 162 for Piedmontese on BTA5 (Table 2). Furthermore, is interesting to note that the 
highest value of the maximum CLL obtained in Italian Holstein and in Italian Simmental 
(126,8) corresponding to the same genomic region (4,656,759 bp) on BTA16. Furthermore, 
in this chromosomic region, a CLL peak (113,8) was found also in Brown bulls (Table 2). 
For this breed this value was not the highest, but what intrigues is that  this peak was in the 
same position in all three breeds (Table 2). Unfortunately, no annotated genes were found 
in this region in cattle genome. Similar results were obtained by other authors (Flori et al., 
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Table 1. For each chromosome were reported total length in bp, the number of SNP present and the 
maximum value and the average of the distance between SNP 
BTA Length (bp) SNP (N) Mean (bp) Maximum (bp) 
1 161'021'444 2870 56'125 631'945 
2 140'672'838 2363 59'557 614'304 
3 127'908'629 2255 56'747 796'340 
4 124'125'394 2158 57'545 353'978 
5 125'804'605 1835 68'596 1'050'481 
6 122'543'360 2214 55'374 826'195 
7 112'064'213 1939 57'825 632'575 
8 116'938'581 2059 56'821 738'260 
9 107'962'209 1749 61'763 760'804 
10 119'596'824 1875 63'819 13'346'579 
11 110'120'689 1936 56'910 580'187 
12 85'277'438 1423 59'970 859'164 
13 84'344'187 1530 55'163 592'177 
14 81'323'942 1480 54'986 575'966 
15 84'598'267 1462 57'901 683'257 
16 77'895'388 1366 57'065 1'015'396 
17 76'454'249 1390 55'043 840'350 
18 66'116'595 1171 56'510 896'406 
19 65'213'966 1193 54'709 543'535 
20 75'705'448 1382 54'819 837'057 
21 69'171'298 1184 58'471 849'428 
22 61'825'382 1108 55'849 532'751 
23 53'329'482 932 57'282 482'114 
24 64'945'342 1107 58'721 456'629 
25 44'021'516 844 52'216 555'937 
26 51'726'098 929 55'733 682'582 
27 48'726'297 852 57'258 1'677'820 
28 46'020'951 814 56'584 496'079 
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Table2. Summary of the average, standard deviation and maximum values of CLL for each 
chromosome within breeds. 

















1 97.1±29.6 240.2 39.4±15.9 113.6 22.5±12.6 103.7 13.1±7.0 79.6 21.3±11.3 84.8 
2 99.3±30.6 263.0 42.5±17.5 131.7 21.4±10.2 66.7 14.2±7.8 80.4 26.0±17.7 174.2 
3 103.4±31.5 240.0 44.9±19.2 152.0 20.6±10.9 119.7 14.1±6.7 47.0 21.0±10.1 59.8 
4 96.5±32.4 229.3 40.8±16.8 120.4 23.7±13.0 107.7 13.2±6.5 75.2 22.7±12.1 91.5 
5 100.1±30.8 247.3 47.9±21.4 155.3 25.0±11.4 100.3 15.8±9.9 162.7 23.1±11.6 90.7 
6 105.2±35.2 284.5 49.5±17.5 118.1 23.9±11.2 92.9 15.9±8.5 57.3 24.1±11.7 69.5 
7 100.7±32.4 225.4 42.7±19.1 131.7 21.2±10.9 75.7 15.4±7.6 49.8 22.9±12.6 118.7 
8 97.8±32.5 225.3 44.2±17.4 118.7 20.4±9.1 70.2 13.6±6.7 48.2 26.1±15.1 110.9 
9 94.1±28.9 190.7 40.6±18.6 103.5 20.1±9.7 66.9 12.8±6.1 44.3 23.2±12.3 143.6 
10 106.1±34.1 246.0 40.0±13.9 95.1 20.6±9.6 67.7 12.1±4.7 43.9 22.9±12.6 102.5 
11 93.3±30.4 210.3 44.9±19.1 128.4 22.6±9.4 65.2 12.9±6.2 43.8 22.7±11.2 68.3 
12 92.3±26.1 172.8 42.6±15.9 102.8 21.4±9.3 76.8 13.1±8.0 73.3 22.6±13.0 66.0 
13 103.4±30.8 202.7 46.3±17.2 106.0 20.8±10.1 71.9 15.6±7.7 79.6 27.2±14.0 103.6 
14 109.7±37.7 271.5 43.7±17.1 152.1 22.7±11.3 85.5 14.9±7.7 56.6 22.4±10.1 62.2 
15 87.1±26.1 184.8 36.5±14.7 109.7 21.0±10.2 68.9 11.2±4.9 35.1 20.2±13.7 118.7 
16 103.2±33.0 323.3 43.6±17.0 113.8 27.0±13.4 126.8 14.1±5.2 35.7 24.3±12.6 70.6 
17 100.1±30.1 203.9 44.0±14.2 109.4 21.9±10.5 79.2 12.7±5.1 33.1 18.9±8.8 59.1 
18 96.2±25.1 196.3 43.1±18.5 115.9 23.9±11.7 90.1 12.4±4.8 49.8 23.6±11.7 81.4 
19 93.1±29.7 181.5 38.8±13.2 92.1 19.9±7.8 48.5 13.6±6.9 55.3 24.2±20.0 200.4 
20 112.5±33.4 225.4 47.1±17.8 114.8 21.9±7.8 50.7 14.9±7.1 62.4 25.8±12.8 97.9 
21 95.4±34.3 239.3 37.3±15.4 114.6 21.3±10.6 68.1 14.6±9.0 88.6 23.0±12.6 101.6 
22 99.2±33.0 216.1 44.8±16.2 109.0 22.6±9.1 67.9 14.1±5.8 49.3 20.5±12.4 90.1 
23 93.5±31.7 221.6 40.5±14.6 109.5 18.7±7.3 43.8 13.1±6.5 41.0 19.9±10.5 61.8 
24 96.5±30.2 267.0 42.2±18.1 138.2 20.6±10.2 75.2 14.5±7.4 42.0 24.9±13.9 76.6 
25 90.6±24.4 215.0 40.2±14.0 95.3 18.4±7.6 49.5 10.2±3.0 22.5 20.1±8.2 53.9 
26 105.5±33.0 202.5 43.8±17.7 105.3 25.3±12.7 68.0 15.2±7.8 56.5 23.5±10.7 61.8 
27 86.6±29.3 187.1 37.8±14.6 90.3 19.4±7.6 53.9 11.3±4.6 33.3 21.1±11.4 72.4 
28 92.9±23.6 157.5 41.3±17.9 100.5 21.3±10.2 57.6 12.3±5.7 36.7 17.9±8.2 56.5 
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Using the control chart statistical test, the greatest number of upper values (i.e. CLL values 
the exceed the upper limit of the control chart fixed at three standard deviations from the 
mean) per chromosome was found for the Italian Simmental population test (n = 60 for 
both BTA1 and 10) (Table3). This result could be ascribed to its dual purpose nature. 
 
Table 3. Number of uppers identified for each chromosome in the five Italian cattle breeds 
BTA Italian Holstein Italian Brown Italian Simmental Piedmontese Marchigiana 
1 22 49 60 53 57 
2 10 32 47 45 54 
3 4 27 38 35 27 
4 10 21 36 16 31 
5 11 20 18 28 34 
6 28 22 21 56 38 
7 10 25 30 33 35 
8 10 28 26 57 44 
9 5 8 35 47 19 
10 11 20 60 25 36 
11 5 21 22 41 27 
12 1 4 19 31 13 
13 5 5 17 21 26 
14 11 24 24 22 7 
15 6 22 21 32 33 
16 16 6 21 10 15 
17 6 14 32 17 16 
18 4 27 21 15 30 
19 -  15 12 38 24 
20 5 7 11 33 21 
21 11 18 12 16 21 
22 4 4 21 11 32 
23 14 10 2 16 12 
24 9 15 18 14 5 
25 6 10 9 8 7 
26  - 3 11 15 6 
27 6 7 12 20 19 
28  - 6 4 17 16 
29 3 18 12 8 20 
 
Comparing the genome-wide number of upper CLL values for all five breeds, t PIE breed 
showed the largest number of significant regions (780), followed by, MAR (725), SIM 
(672) and IB (488). HOL shows the smallest number of significant regions (233) (Table3). 
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Moreover, no significant SNPs were found in chromosomes 19, 26 and 28, (Table 3) in this 
breed. These results were not in agreement with other similar studies where several 
significant signatures of selection were found for dairy and beef cattle on these BTAs 
(Prasad et al., 2008; Stella et al., 2010). 
 
Table 4. Significant markers common among breeds with similar productive aptitude  






Simmental Piedmontese Marchigiana 
Hapmap43215-BTA-24270 13'106'799 1      
ARS-BFGL-BAC-685 13'137'364 1      
BTB-01890165 18'662'822 1      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-23874 121'900'729 1      
Hapmap33033-BTA-149123 95'823'711 2      
Hapmap50837-BTA-98392 50'589'135 5      
BTA-74203-no-rs 86'756'396 5      
Hapmap25632-BTA-23506 87'218'180 5      
Hapmap54103-rs29010895 37'433'108 6      
BTA-121739-no-rs 37'454'410 6      
Hapmap27072-BTC-033816 37'524'839 6      
Hapmap27503-BTC-033786 37'564'380 6      
Hapmap33288-BTC-033751 37'594'439 6      
Hapmap26555-BTC-033429 37'624'773 6      
Hapmap26258-BTC-033509 37'647'259 6      
Hapmap26259-BTC-033526 37'669'926 6      
Hapmap26308-BTC-057761 37'963'148 6      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-112812 38'014'255 6      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-4595 107'597'162 9      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-42329 107'622'501 9      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-101642 107'678'537 9      
BTB-01953819 22'019'956 14      
Hapmap45796-BTA-25271 22'056'944 14      
ARS-BFGL-BAC-8052 22'096'518 14      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-104268 22'260'372 14      
BTA-91250-no-rs 22'346'857 14      
BTB-01417924 22'382'726 14      
BTB-01530788 22'720'373 14      
BTB-01199899 4'656'759 16      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-54181 57'874'904 18      
ARS-BFGL-BAC-30737 3'830'272 23      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-33785 64'240'935 24      
Hapmap42596-BTA-58793 64'279'403 24      
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BTB-00893432 64'301'665 24      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-11659 64'469'668 24      
BTB-01890193 64'808'820 24      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-109285 57'125'868 18      
BTA-35627-no-rs 75'013'836 1      
BTA-35628-no-rs 75'042'636 1      
UA-IFASA-4774 75'104'988 1      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-114627 75'135'242 1      
BTA-35631-no-rs 75'180'498 1      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-64511 75'221'451 1      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-7099 75'246'290 1      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-112477 22'831'437 10      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-20828 26'703'980 11      
ARS-BFGL-BAC-13009 44'268'740 11      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-25464 44'309'152 11      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-117681 44'403'089 11      
BTA-93084-no-rs 44'458'293 11      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-33705 29'929'537 25      
BTA-59806-no-rs 29'965'579 25      
ARS-BFGL-NGS-106207 35'408'558 27      
 
In general, dairy breeds hold less outliers signals than beef breeds and the dual purpose 
breed is positioned between the two. This trend was probably due to distinct causes: 
different selection pressure operated in dairy and beef cattle or phenomena such as 
ascertainment bias, effective population size, artificial insemination and inbreeding 
(MacEachern et al., 2009). 
In order to see if any genomic regions were flagged as selective sweeps for both dairy and 
beef breeds, across-check of the outlier signals was carried out for all five populations.  
A total of 31 significant markers distributed on BTAs 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 14, 16, 18, 23 were 
found to be specific for dairy breeds (HOL and IB) (Table 4). Moreover, five markers, 
between 64’240’935-64’808’820 bp on BTA24, were also in common with SIM. A low 
number of significant regions were found in common for beef breeds (PIE and MAR), 
where only 16 markers (on BTA 1, 10, 11, 25 and 27) exceed the threshold value. Only one 
of these SNP (ARS-BFGL_NGS-109285) on BTA18 was in common between the beef and 
the dual-purpose (Table 4) breed.  
In this study, a total of 2,152 genes were identified. Many of these genes were shared 
between two or more breeds. In Table 5 was reported a list of genes common to breeds that 
have the same  productive aptitude. The large number of genes was found for beef breeds. 
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In fact 653 genes were found in MAR and 587 in PIE, 559 were detected in SIM, and 488 
and 259 in HOL and IB respectively. Just a limited number of these of genes was found to 
be in common between dairy and beef breeds. Actually, only 32 genes were shared by 
Italian Holstein and Italian Brown. Most of them were not genes belonging to biological 
pathways related to the lactation process but were involved in more general functions (i.e. 
DNA repair, cell cycle). A total of eighteen genes was obtained comparing dairy and dual 
purpose breeds. Among these genes (located on BTA24) of particular interest were some 
members of the serpin family. This y is a large group of proteins involved in the regulation 
of inflammatory reactions primarily isolated from bovine milk (Christensen and Sottrup-
Jensen, 1994) and more recently from human breast cancer cells (Tseng et al., 2008).  
 
Table 5. List of genes identified in the races with the same productive attitude. 






Simmental Piedmontese Marchigiana 
CHODL 18'403'996 18'428'296 1      
WDR12 95'927'100 95'951'629 2      
ALS2CR8 95'964'239 96'106'243 2      
CCDC91 87'381'914 87'781'773 5      
HERC6 37'128'404 37'185'776 6      
PPM1K 37'268'108 37'290'154 6      
ABCG2 37'351'167 37'421'683 6      
DCAF16 38'141'492 38'142'137 6      
NCAPG 38'153'046 38'199'153 6      
LCORL 38'227'954 38'378'385 6      
SOX17 22'087'981 22'089'782 14      
RP1 22'193'802 22'202'968 14      
TMEM68 22'891'754 22'927'546 14      
TGS1 22'927'619 22'953'424 14      
PLOD1 38'460'816 38'489'937 16      
KIAA2013 38'495'183 38'500'811 16      
NPPB 38'564'774 38'566'162 16      
NPPA 38'576'503 38'577'584 16      
CLCN6 38'583'732 38'614'517 16      
MTHFR 38'614'885 38'629'401 16      
AGTRAP 38'670'145 38'689'094 16      
C16H1orf187 38'703'762 38'731'376 16      
MAD2L2 38'738'475 38'744'041 16      
FBXO6 38'744'134 38'761'640 16      
FBXO44 38'763'865 38'767'919 16      
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FBXO2 38'769'087 38'775'125 16      
MGST2 19'126'124 19'164'411 17      
KLC1 68'560'789 68'622'104 21      
XRCC3 68'625'204 68'632'763 21      
ZFYVE21 68'641'768 68'644'916 21      
C21H14orf2 68'777'641 68'782'998 21      
PRIM2 3'723'486 4'228'127 23      
C9H6orf120 107'457'743 107'460'354 9      
PHF10 107'459'423 107'479'560 9      
TCTE3 107'489'317 107'512'066 9      
C9H6orf70 107'515'366 107'540'924 9      
MRPL41 109'897'287 109'897'928 11      
ARRDC1 109'943'705 109'951'230 11      
EHMT1 109'998'749 110'062'934 11      
CACNA1B 110'097'644 110'171'688 11      
BCL2 64'011'851 64'217'313 24      
KDSR 64'228'468 64'267'079 24      
VPS4B 64'285'230 64'303'567 24      
SERPINB4 64'405'108 64'412'083 24      
SERPINB5 64'641'559 64'642'812 24      
LOC511106 64'710'232 64'752'991 24      
LOC786410 64'726'264 64'732'444 24      
SERPINB7 64'813'913 64'832'561 24      
SERPINB2 64'893'037 64'910'799 24      
SERPINB10 64'917'121 64'940'502 24      
KLK4 56'882'151 56'885'860 18      
KLK5 56'912'103 56'921'495 18      
KLK6 56'924'932 56'933'446 18      
KLK7 56'940'059 56'945'285 18      
KLK8 56'951'636 56'956'819 18      
KLK9 56'959'498 56'965'590 18      
KLK10 56'968'363 56'974'337 18      
KLK12 56'981'756 56'985'707 18      
CTU1 57'046'105 57'054'632 18      
CD33 57'110'782 57'120'384 18      
IGLON5 57'300'652 57'313'996 18      
ETFB 57'333'560 57'346'050 18      
CLDND2 57'346'839 57'348'122 18      
NKG7 57'350'249 57'352'981 18      
LIM2 57'357'208 57'364'348 18      
SIGLEC10 57'372'512 57'380'066 18      
OPA1 75'162'499 75'253'869 1      
KIT 72'741'252 72'828'528 6      
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MTA3 26'357'081 26'454'698 11      
HAAO 26'467'962 26'486'655 11      
ZFP36L2 26'868'769 26'873'023 11      
ASL 29'676'856 29'685'629 25      
CRCP 29'684'671 29'723'903 25      
ERLIN1 21'341'902 21'383'677 26      
ZNF703 35'200'987 35'203'749 27      
ERLIN2 35'238'999 35'256'138 27      
PROSC 35'264'856 35'274'389 27      
BRF2 35'325'842 35'330'168 27      
GOT1L1 35'404'416 35'410'154 27      
ADRB3 35'431'727 35'434'819 27      
EIF4EBP1 35'470'744 35'494'090 27      
ASH2L 35'511'961 35'537'791 27      
STAR 35'539'114 35'546'541 27      
LSM1 35'564'657 35'574'870 27      
BAG4 35'575'213 35'600'749 27      
DDHD2 35'613'436 35'642'363 27      
WHSC1L1 35'652'529 35'750'914 27      
 
A smaller number of genes was found to be in common between beef breeds. A total of 21 
putative candidate common genes were shared by PIE and MAR, whereas among the beef 
breeds and SIM 16 genes were found (Table 5). Among these genes some members of a 
class of endonucleases, the Kallikreins (KLKs) were highlihted. In mammals these genes 
are classified as serine peptidases (Yousef and Diamandis, 2001). It is generally assumed 
that the softening of the myofibrillar structure is performed by proteolitic enzymes such as 
calpains, cathepsins and serine peptidases (Sentandreu et al., 2002). Meat tenderness is one 
of the most important traits required by consumers. Therefore, is useful to know and 
understand the complex biological mechanisms underlying the process of meat 
tenderization (Warner et al., 2010).  
Finally, in order to confirm the validity of the current study, selection signatures for genes 
known to affect production traits in cattle were searched. In the appendix are reported the 
plots of control chart of CLL values for each chromosome and breed considered in the 
study. On BTA 6, the presence of selection signature was detected in the region spanning 
between 37-38 Mb, where a known gene cluster involved in milk production is located. A 
polymorphism at the ATP-binding cassette, sub-family G (WHITE), member 2 (ABCG2) 
locus causes a decrease in milk yield and an in increase in the of protein and fat 
concentration (Ron et al., 2006). Using CLL this gene was highlighted for the two dairy 
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cattle breeds, Italian Holstein and Italian Brown. Several studies have already shown the 
presence of a QTL for milk production traits  in Holstein and Brown (Cohen-Zinder et al., 
2005; Ron et al., 2006). In the same gene cluster there are also two loci, the non-SMC 
condensin I complex, subunit G (NCAPG) and the ligand dependent nuclear receptor 
corepressor-like (LCORL). The last one have been recently associated with hip axis length 
variation in human (Soranzo et al., 2009). In cattle Flori et al., 2009 has proposed a role for 
LCORL in the pelvic morphology. In addition Bongioni et al. (2012) found that NCAPG is 
directly involved in calving ease in Piedmontese cattle breeds.  
For the two beef breeds (Piedmontese and Marchigiana) on BTA6 at 72 Mb the gene 
encoding for the v-kit Hardy-Zuckerman 4 feline sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (KIT) 
was revealed. In animal species KIT has been associated in with the coat colour 
determinism (Marklund et al., 1999; Brenig et al., 2013). In cattle this gene is responsible 
for the “piebald” spotted coat-colour pattern (Grosz and MacNeil, 1999). Also Stella et al., 
(2010) reported a strong selection signature in this region but the breeds involved were 
predominantly selected for milk production. Results proposed for this gene by the literature 
are conflicting, strengthening the hypothesis of a more complex role for this locus in the 
biology of bovine (Koch et al., 2009; Lemay et al., 2009). In the present study, strong 
selection signatures were observed in the initial portion of  the chromosome BTA2 in 
Piedmontese. In this region the MSTN  (myostatin) locus is located. This gene is a 
component of the transforming growth factor-β super family and plays a role as negative 
regulator of skeletal muscle mass (McPherron et al., 1997). Animals that possess an 
alternative form of the gene display a muscular hypertrophy. Polymorphisms in this gene  
have  already been reported  for the beef breeds that show a phenotype commonly known 
as double muscling (Kambadur et al., 1997; Marchitelli et al., 2003; Grisolia et al., 2009). 
Still analyzing the signs of selection on bovine chromosome 2 another known gene is 
highlighted. At 64 Mb is contained a gene responsible for the digestion of lactose in 
mammals. This locus is called lactase (LCT) and was found to be under selection in human 
European populations (Tishkoff et al., 2007). In cattle this selective sweep suggest that 
mutations in this region may affect energy homeostasis (Barendse et al., 2009; Gibbs et al., 
2009).  
Expected results that were not obtained in the present study deal with two genes widely 
studied. The melanocortin 1 receptor (alpha melanocyte stimulating hormone receptor) 
(MC1R) on BTA18 and the diacylglycerol O-acyltransferase 1 (DGAT1) on BTA14. In 
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cattle, MC1R gene is involved in the coat and the membranes pigmentation being 
responsible for the production of eu- and pheomelanin (Klungland and Vage, 2000). This 
polymorphic gene (Olson 1999) is mainly investigated to define the genetic origin of 
livestock productions (Maudet and Taberlet, 2002; Russo et al., 2007). The absence of 
significant signals for this gene was unexpected because the five considered breed exhibit 
different coat color (Crepaldi et al., 2003). Also DGAT1, well known to milk production 
traits (Hayes et al., 2008; Kaupe et al., 2004; Cohen et al., 2004), was expected. Different 
hypotheses can be formulated to explain these incongruence such as the complex genetic 
interactions or the density of the markers used for this type of study (Hayes et al., 2008; 
Qanbari et al., 2011). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Our results provide a genome-wide map sight of  selection signatures in five Italian cattle 
breeds selected for different productive capacity. Significant regions depicted after  CLL 
analysis seem to play prominent roles in economically important traits in dairy and beef 
cattle and may be useful as a starting point for the formulation of biological hypotheses. 
However, the results obtained in this study  lead to the conclusion that for a complete 
description of the selection signatures in a species is not enough pick out two populations 
with divergent phenotype but it is necessary to analyze a large  number of populations in 
order to confirm the genomic regions that emerge in common. In addition  this study also 
confirms the need to build high-density maps of markers in order to capture for a trait all 
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Analysis Of Distribution Of Runs Of Homozygosity And Of Their 




The increase of inbreeding levels in selected livestock populations somehow 
unavoidable. Genotyping animals at tens of thousands Single Nucleotide Polymorphism 
(SNP) permitted to identify long and uninterrupted stretches of homozygous genotypes 
called Run of Homozygosity (ROH) can be used to measure autozygosity. The objective of 
this work is to describe the distribution of ROH of different length classes in five Italian 
cattle breed. A total of 4095 bulls of 5 cattle breed were genotyped at 54 K SNP: 2093 
Holstein, 749 Brown, 364 Piedmontese, 410 Marchigiana and 479 Simmental. ROH data 
were then used to compute molecular inbreeding coefficients and to compare them to the 
pedigree based coefficients. 
A total of 335,985 ROH were detected across five breeds. The average number of 
ROH  per animals ranged from 54 of Piedmontese to 94.6 of Brown. The high number of 
short ROH were found in Piedmontese, followed by Simmental. The opposite was found 
for dairy Breeds. Moreover Simmental presented the highest percentage of genome 
covered by short ROH (in Mb) which are related to ancient consanguinity event. 
Conversely, the genome of Brown and Holstein was covered by an higher proportion of 
longer ROH, related to recent inbreeding. The inbreeding coefficients computed using 
ROH data (FROH) were moderately correlated with pedigree based inbreeding coefficient 
(up to 0.765 in Simmental).   The regression between traditional inbreeding  coefficient of 
FROH of different minimum length (from >1 Mb to >16 Mb) seem to confirm the 
hypothesis that including ROH < 4 Mb in the inbreeding calculation generate an 
overestimation of this coefficient using 54 K SNP panel 
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INTRODUCTION 
Inbreeding definition, its measure and consequences 
The detrimental effects of parental relatedness on progeny performances and fitness 
have long been identified both in natural and selected animal populations (Keller 2002, 
Adams et al. 2006, Charlesworth and Willis 2009). The inbreeding coefficient (F) is 
defined as the probability that in a locus sampled randomly in a population a pair of alleles 
is identical by descend (IBD). Pedigree based definition of inbreeding dates long time ago, 
when Sewall Wright (1922) proposed to compute the abovementioned probability based on 
path coefficient method.  
The increase of inbreeding levels in livestock populations results in loss of genetic 
variation and in the occurrence of inbreeding depression, with the main consequences of an 
increased prevalence of rare lethal genetic disorders (e.g. BLAD, DUMPS, in cattle) and a 
reduction of profitability of farm animals (Smith et al., 1998, Bjelland et al., 2013). 
Whereas the first aspect deals with the viability of the animals, the second one is mainly 
related to the decrease of animal productive performances and to a worsening of the 
reproductive efficiency (Smith et al., 1998, González-Recio et al., 2007). In a population 
under selection (especially in closed or small populations) inbreeding is somehow 
unavoidable. Thus, suitable breeding strategies must be implemented to limit the increase 
of inbreeding in the newborn animals. An approach is represented by the optimal 
contribution selection, based on classical tools of quantitative genetics theory: the objective 
is to optimize the response to selection while constraining the inbreeding at an acceptable 
level per generation (Meuwissen, 1997; Kearney et al., 2004).  
Currently, genotyping animals up to hundreds of thousands Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism (SNP) has become relatively cheap, due to the recent development of high-
throughput genomic tools such as 7K, 54K and 800K SNP Bead Chip for cattle (Illumina 
Inc., San Diego, Ca). The availability of such technologies opened new scenarios in the 
genetic evaluation system, through the implementation of genomic selection procedures 
(Meuwissen et al., 2001). Furthermore, these new tools may be used to manage the 
inbreeding rate in livestock population, implementing optimal contribution selection on 
genomic basis (Sonesson et al., 2010, Nielsen et al., 2011; Pryce et al., 2012; Clark et al., 
2013). In particular, dense SNP panels can be used to calculated molecular inbreeding 
coefficients in different fashions. For instance, VanRaden et al., (2011) computed 
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inbreeding coefficients from the genomic relationship matrix (GRM) based on the variance 
of genotypic values across the whole genome. Alternatively, the adoption of the concept of 
Run of Homozigosity (ROH) may allow to obtain an estimates of the inbreeding 
coefficient for an individual. Genomic based inbreeding metrics are particularly useful in 
case of missing, incomplete or not particularly depth pedigrees, but also they may help to 
provide an improved estimate of the inbreeding coefficients.  
 
A Measure of Autozigosity derived from SNP data: Run of Homozigosity 
ROH are defined as DNA segments that harbor uninterrupted sequences of 
homozygous genotypes. They are interpreted as a measure of autozigosity at genome-wide 
level (Gibson et al., 2006). It is called autozigosity the condition that occur at a specific 
locus when the two copies of an ancestral haplotype, that come together in an individual, 
are IBD (Hart and Clark 1997). The occurrence of ROH in an individual may be the result 
of mating of closely related individuals (Inbreeding components) but they may also the 
result of Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) in the population (i.e. homozygous fragments are 
identical by state (IBS) in the population). Thus, for one individual the inbreeding 
coefficient can also be seen as the proportion of genome that is IBD. Broman and Weber 
(1999) first identified that most of ROH are likely to be autozyous and proposed a 
statistical method based on LOD score to detect them using about 8,000 Short Tandem-
Repeat polymorphism (STRP) on 134 subject in human populations. According to Clark 
(1999) an homozygous segment may have been originated in different fashions. Hence, he 
defined: i) “unrecombined autozygous segment” the DNA segments passed without 
undergo any recombination event from a common ancestor: ii) “autozygous segment” a 
chunk of DNA that may have recombined apart and recombined back. iii) “homozygous 
segment” is a run of DNA that is homozygous in the two homologous chromosomes, that 
may derive from multiple recombination or mutation and not necessarily is autozygous; iv) 
“apparent homozygous segments”, those segments that are homozygous due to scoring 
error during genotyping process. The identification of the unrecombined autozygous 
segments is required to measure the inbreeding of an individual using whole genome-wide 
marker information, given that not all the homozygous segments in the genome are 
necessarily IBD. A possible limitation derived from analyzing ROH data is the lack of 
guideline to defining ROH (Howrigan et., 2011). In fact, different softwares have been 
proposed to map ROH in the genome, based on slightly different input parameters and 
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procedures. Howrigan et al. (2011), used three of these software on simulated data to test 
their ability to correctly detect the unrecombined autozygous segments excluding the 
fragments that are not autozygous. 
Once the ROH have been detected, they can be used in different ways. One of the 
tasks is to compute genome based inbreeding coefficients. Some metrics have been 
proposed to detect IBD regions in the genome of individuals using SNP data. However, the 
simplest approach is summing across the whole genome the length of DNA that is in ROH 
and dividing this summation by the total length of the genome (McQuillan et al., 2008). 
While using pedigree information the probability that a pairs of allele is IBD is measured 
by its expectation, that is derived from the relationships among the individuals in the 
pedigree, in the case of SNP data this probability can be derived in a more precise way, 
and theoretically the actual values of inbreeding can be fully detected from sequence data. 
Keller et al., (2011) suggested to use metrics derived from ROH to predict accurately 
autozygosity and inbreeding effect. 
 
Usefulness of ROH in animal breeding and formulas to calculate molecular 
inbreeding 
In human genetics field ROH have been associated to higher prevalence of complex 
disease (Lencz et al., 2007, Szpiech, et al., 2013) and they have been used to map the 
recessive variant of many other disorders with high density SNP panel. Ku et al., (2011) 
reviewed the most recent paper on the use of ROH in human genetics.  
In cattle genetics, few works dealt with this topic using both 54K and HD SNP chip 
panels. In particular, ROH have been used: to analyze population history of recent 
selection (Purfield et al., 2012); to estimate inbreeding coefficients (Ferencakovic et al., 
2011; 2012; 2013); to study the detrimental effect of inbreeding on trait affecting farm 
profitabiliy (Bjelland et al 2013) and to control the inbreeding rate in genomic breeding 
scheme (Pryce et al., 2012).   
As far as the inbreeding level is concerned, regions of autozyosity are expected to 
harbor in a higher frequency genes associated to inbreeding depression. These regions have 
been reported to have negative effects on productive and reproductive performances in the 
US dairy cattle population (Bjelland et al., 2013) and in pig growth performances (Siliò et 
al., 2013). The inbreeding depression is a very well-known phenomenon in animal 
breeding. The relation between classical measures of inbreeding and productive and 
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reproductive traits were provided by literature (Miglior et al., 1995, McParland et al., 2007, 
Gonzales-Recio et al., 2007). However, the development of molecular measure of 
inbreeding is particular appealing due to the possibility to determine the age of inbreeding 
and to read the history or recent selection at molecular level. In fact, the extent and 
frequency of ROHs may be seen as a measure of the age of inbreeding: the longer the 
homozygous segments the more recent is the inbreeding. In other words, because 
recombination events broke down long chromosome segments, it is expected that long 
autozygous segments in an individual derived from a common recent ancestor. In the 
opposite way, shorter autozygous segments trace back to remote common ancestor and 
could also include some IBS segment (Ferencakovic, et al., 2012). In cosmopolitan cattle 
breeds, the level of homozigosity traced by ROH can be related to the intensive artificial 
selection carried out in the recent times with intensive use of few sires in artificial 
insemination (IA). At the same time, this process led to a reduction in population size and 
genetic diversity. The signal of ancient and recent selection can be traced back analyzing 
ROH data, as shown by Purfield et al., (2012) using several cattles breed and HD SNP 
panel.  
Different measure of genomic inbreeding have been proposed, such as proportion 
of homozygous (FPH) and those one derived from genomic relationship matrix (FGRM). The 
use of F calculated from ROH data (FROH) seem to present some advantage over the F 
calculated from pedigree data (FPED) or FGRM. One of this advantage is to take into account 
of the autozigosity in the founder, that in general even for large and depth pedigrees are 
considered unrelated. In fact, even very precise estimation of inbreeding from pedigree do 
not face the problem of ancient relatedness (Ferencakovic et. al., 2011), and estimates of 
inbreeding can deviate from the pedigree based expectation as shown by Carothers et al., 
(2006). As far FGRM is concerned, for its calculation a assumption is made on the allele 
frequency in the base population: p=0.5 was used for the computation of FGRM as described 
by VanRaden et al., (2011). Alternatively, the estimation of allele frequency in the base 
population is required, but this is computationally tricky and resulted in a worse correlation 
with FPED. 
 
OBJECTIVE OF THE WORK 
The objective of this work is to describe the distribution of ROH of different length classes 
in five Italian cattle breed: 2 dairy breeds (Holstein and Brown), 2 beef breeds 
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(Piedmontese and Marchigiana) and 1 double purpose breed (Simmental) for a total of 
4,095 animals. Furthermore the association between number of ROH and length of ROH 
have been studied. Finally molecular inbreeding coefficients were derived from ROH data 
and compared to the pedigree based coefficients.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Data 
A total of 4,095 bulls were assayed using Illumina BovineSNP50 v.1 beadchip 
(www.illumina.com). Five Italian breeds were used for the ROH analysis: Italian Holstein 
(n=2,093), Italian Brown (n=749), Italian Simmental (n=479), Piedmontese (n=364) and 
Marchigiana breed (n=410). All of them were genotyped in the framework of two Italian 
National projects (SELMOL, PROZOO). 
Data editing were performed both on animals and SNP. All the animal with 
mendelian inconsistency or with more than 1000 missing genotypes were removed from 
the dataset. Data quality control on SNP were performed for all breeds together. SNP that 
did not map to any chromosome or that were in the X chromosome were excluded from the 
analysis. In addition, SNP with more than 2.5% of missing data, with MAF < 1% were 
removed. After data editing, 44,325 SNP were retained in the final dataset. No pruning 
based on LD were performed in these dataset (Ferencakovic et al., 2013) and the whole set 
of selected marker were used to calculated ROH. 
 
Criteria used for ROH detection  
ROHs were detected using a SAS script (SAS Institute, Inc; Cary NC). This script 
was designed to find stretches of DNA with a certain number of homozygous SNP in a 
row. Some constrains were put to limit the number of spurious ROH detected (Howrigan et 
al., 2011): i) the minimum number of SNP included in the ROH was fixed at 15 SNP; ii) 
ROH were called only when stretches of DNA longer than 1 Mb were detected; iii) the 
maximum distance between adjacent SNP to be considered in the same row was equal to 1 
Mb; iv) neither heterozygous nor missing genotypes were allowed in a ROH; v) no sliding 
windows were used to assess the presence of a ROH. We have chosen to call ROH longer 
than 1 Mb given that the distribution of DNA IBD fragments is function of the number of 
generation since common ancestor. Thus, smaller homozygous fragment are more likely to 
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be not IBD but generated from LD. The expected length of DNA segments that is IBD was 
derived by Fisher (1954) and follow an exponential distribution with mean equal to ½ g 
Morgan where g is the number of generation since the common ancestor (Bjelland et al., 
2012). Given that, there is a rough correspondence between ROH length and the number of 
generations that separates the individual analyzed from the common ancestor that hold the 
original IBD fragment. Since the recombination broke down the original segment over 
time it is possible to date the IBD fragment using the length of the ROH. Fragments of 1 
Mb and 16 Mb long date around ~50 and ~6 generation since common ancestor, 
respectively. To find more details on this calculation see Howrigan et al., (2011). 
According to the criterion abovementioned, five different classes of ROH length were 
defined following Kirin et al., (2010) and Ferencakovic et al., (2012): with ROH1-2Mb is 
defined the class of length that include ROH which length is < 2 Mb; ROH2-4Mb, ROH4-8Mb, 
ROH8-16Mb, ROH16Mb are the classes of length whose boundaries are indicates in the lower 
scripts. 
 
Basic statistics and genomic inbreeding calculation 
To characterize the autozygosity within and across breeds a descriptive statistical 
analysis was carried out. In particular, the average number of SNP within each ROH length 
category (NROH) and for each breed was calculated. Moreover, the average length of ROH 
(LROH, in Mb) was computed for each animals, as well as the summation across the whole 
genome of the length of all segment in ROH for each animals (SROH, in Mb). These 
coefficients (NROH, LROH and SROH) were calculated separately for each breed in the whole 
dataset, or considering the division in classes of different ROH length. Box plots for 
different class length and breeds were provided to assess the distribution of the ROH 
coefficients.  
The Sum of all ROH that each animal carried was identified as the best metrics to 
characterize the different breed (McQuillan et al., 2008; Ferencakovic et al., 2012). SROH 
was the used in two different way: for each animals SROH was first plotted against the total 
numbers of ROH detected in each breed, to analyze simultaneously the differences in 
length and number of ROH among breeds; SROH was then used to computes genomic based 
inbreeding coefficients (FROH). 
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Genomic measure of autozygosity was calculated following McQuillan et al., 







where SROH is the sum of all the ROH (Mb) for an individual (here, centromeric region 
were included) and L is the genome length covered by SNP, in our case L corresponded to 
~2,556.437 Mb. Furthermore, the FROH were computed for each class of ROH length (<2, 
2-4, 4-8, 8-16 and >16 Mb) and they were indicated as FROHCLASS. Pedigree based 
inbreeding coefficient FPED were available for three out of 5 breed analyzed provided by 
national breeding associations: Holstein, Brown and Simmental. For these three breed 
basic statistics were computed for all these coefficients (genomically determined and 
pedigree based) and correlation analysis was carried out. Finally the regression of FROH on 
FPED was carried out.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Number of ROH  
The total number of ROH (NROH) detected by our algorithm sum up 335,985 across 
4,095 individuals of 5 cattle breeds, ranging from 19,657 ROH identified in Piedmontese 
to 171,047 in Holstein (Table 1). The NROH identified within 364 animals of Piedmontese is 
similar to what obtained by Ferencakovic et al., (2013) (19,392) in a sample of similar size.  
To get rid of sample size effect NROH were averaged by animal (Table 1). Brown 
and Simmental showed the higher NROH per animals (average of 94.6±11.6 and 94.3±12.2 
respectively) whereas the lower NROH per animals were found in Piedmontese breed 
(54.0±7.2). These Figures are in good agreement with the finding of Ferencakovic et al., 
(2012) who observed an average NROH of 98.9±10.2 and 94.5±13.2 analyzing ~300 Brown 
Swiss and ~500 double purpose Austrian Simmental bulls, respectively. The NROH per 
animals for each class of ROH length and their relative frequency by breed were reported 
in Table 1 and Figure 1. The NROH per animal varied both among breeds and across classes 
of ROH length. For example, the first two classes of ROH length (ROH<4 Mb in total) 
represented from 74% (in Brown) to 94% (in Piedmontese) of the total number of ROH 
detected. Looking at Figure 1 a general pattern can be observed: animals from Brown and 
Holstein exhibit lower number of ROH <2Mb in comparison to Piedmontese, Simmental 
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and Marchigiana, whereas the opposite happened for classes of length >4 Mb. 
Furthermore, animals with at least one ROH>16 Mb are 4% (Brown) or less (other breed) 
of the total.  
 
The average number of SNP per ROH for each classes of length were provided in 
Table 2. The average number of SNP slightly changes among different breeds, especially 
for the three classes of ROH <8 Mb (FROH1-2Mb; FROH2-4Mb; FROH4-8Mb) whereas, the two 
class ROH >8 Mb seem to be more variable and to present more outliers. For instance, in 
the class ROH1-2Mb the average number of SNP ranged from 21.6±5.6 (Piedmontese) to 
23.5±6.9 (Brown). In the class ROH>16Mb the average number of SNP per ROH varied 
from 405.7±150.5 (Brown) to 476.3±241.3 (Marchigiana). In particular, the  upper limit 
for Marchigiana was 2,231 SNP, it means that nearly an entire chromosome (BTA12) is 
homozygous for an animal. The Figures reported in Table 2 are quite in agreement with the 
average number of SNP obtained by Ferencakovic et al., (2013) using 54K on three 
different cattle breed (ROH1-2Mb = 21.69±5.68, ROH>16Mb = 399.39±156.13).  
The number of SNP that go into a ROH also depend on the software setting used to 
ROH discovery. In particular, the number of ROH detected relies on the allowance of some 
heterozygous SNP inside a ROH. For instance, Howrigan et al., (2011) tested three popular 
ROH detection softwares on simulated data, reporting error rates for incorrectly 
identification of autozygous segments. He did not advise to allow some SNP to be 
heterozygous in a ROH as we did in this work.  Despite of that, Ferencakovic et al., (2013) 
demonstrated that some heterozygous need to be allowed, especially when dealing with 
HD SNP chip panels, to take into account of genotyping error. 
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ROH1-2Mb 37,465 50.0 (7.2) 97,379 46.5 (6.8) 18,641 45.5 (7.1) 15,836 43.5 (6.2) 31,919 66.6 (9.2) 
ROH2-4Mb 15,191 20.3 (5.1) 35,586 17.0 (4.2) 5,803 14.2 (4.6) 2,646 7.3 (2.8) 9,174 19.2 (5.2) 
ROH4-8Mb 9,544 12.7 (4.5) 20,315 9.7 (3.5) 2,932 7.2 (3.2) 742 2.3 (1.6) 2,840 5.9 (2.8) 
ROH8-16Mb 5,972 8.1 (3.3) 12,258 5.9 (2.7) 1,248 3.0 (2.2) 302 1.9 (1.5) 882 2.3 (1.5) 
ROH16Mb 2,676 3.8 (2.2) 5,509 3.0 (1.8) 647 1.6 (3.4) 131 1.4 (0.9) 347 2.0 (1.5) 
Tot ROH 70,847 94.6(11.6) 171,047 81.7 (9.7) 29,271 71.4 (11.1) 19,657 54.0 (7.21) 45,162 94.3 (12.2) 
1) Number of effective observations used for NROH computation varied from class of length ranging from 706-749 (mean=738.8) in Brown, 1839-2093 (mean=2039) in 
Holstein, 237-401 (mean=366) din Marchigiana, 88-364 (mean=257.8) in Piedmontese and from 176-479 (mean=398.2) in Simmental.  
Table 2. Summary statistics about the average number of SNP in each ROH of different length category for 5 Italian Cattle breed. 
 Breed item ROH1-2 ROH2-4 ROH4-8 ROH8-16 ROH16 
Brown 
mean 23.5 48.2 99.6 191.9 405.7 
st dev 6.9 15.7 26.4 45.6 150.5 
range (15-58) (15-112) (32-221) (76-158) (158-1,854) 
Holstein 
mean 23.4 47.6 99.8 192.6 431.3 
st dev 6.7 15.8 27.1 47.1 170.3 
range (15-58) (15-113) (32-214) (68-376) (169-1,745) 
Marchigiana 
mean 22.6 46.1 94.0 184.6 476.3 
st dev 6.4 15.4 26.2 45.6 241.3 
range (15-57) (15-105) (31-213) (72-326) (176-2,231) 
Piedmontese 
mean 21.6 40.4 92.1 189.0 444.5 
st dev 5.6 15.6 26.5 51.3 185.0 
range (15-57) (15-97) (36-178) (72-341) (225-1,225) 
Simmental 
mean 23.5 44.7 90.6 182.4 443.1 
st dev 6.7 14.9 25.8 47.5 173.3 
range (15-59) (15-108) (33-188) (80-336) (165-1,145) 
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Average Length of ROH and Sum of ROH 
Figure 2 reports the average ROH length (LROH) and the average sum of ROH 
(SROH) across all the animals and for each breeds. The distribution of the LROH for each 
breed is shown in Figure 2a. On average, Brown and Holstein showed longer LROH (about 
3.9 and 3.6 Mb), conversely, Piedmontese and Simmental presented shorter LROH (1.9 and 
2.2 Mb respectively) with the lowest variability. Marchigiana placed in the middle and 
presents several outliers. This results was corroborate by the work of Ferencakovic et al., 
(2012) who found and average LROH of 4.01 and 2.26 Mb for Brown Swiss and Austrian 
Simmental respectively.  
In general, the average LROH showed much less variation compared to the sum of 
ROH by animals (Figure 2b). LROH does not seem to have great utility to analyze ROH data 
because of excessive data compression. In many papers SROH was used in its place (Kirin et 
al., 2011; Purfield et al., 2012; Siliò et al., 2013). In the current paper, Brown showed the 
highest average SROH (371.8±96.2 Mb), followed by Holstein (296.3±76.5), Simmental 
(212.8±56.7), Marchigiana (216.9±120) and Piedmontese (105.86±40.72). Average SROH 
present similar pattern of LROH with less overlaps, offering a much more clear picture. 
Moreover, SROH have a genetic interpretation as measure of the length of autozigous 
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Figure 2. Box Plots of within Breed (a) average Length of ROH (LROH, in Mb) and (b) Sum of 
Length of ROH (SROH, in Mb) across all the animals.  
 
The pattern observed for SROH closely confirm what found in a work of 
Ferencakovic et al., (2012) that reported an average SROH of 396.8±82.9 and 223.1±52.5 
Mb in Brown Swiss and Austrian Simmental respectively.  For the other three breeds the 
average SROH was close to the finding of Purfield et al., (2012) in Holstein and 
Piedmontese with very high and very low average sum of ROH respectively. As far 
Marchigiana concerned, we have noticed that the average SROH for the individuals of this 
breed were similar of those ones obtained in Romagnola breed (Purfield et al., 2012) and 
this results might be due to the reduced genetic distance from Marchigiana and Romagnola 
deriving from their common recent selection (Ciampolini et al., 1995; Blott et al., 1998).  
The repartition of LROH and SROH based on the their classification in different length 
category is showed in Figure 3. As for the case of pooled data, the average LROH were not 
able to distinguish the breeds according to their ROH composition. In particular the 
average LROH values did not vary very much within each class of ROH length. For 
instance, average LROH ranged from 1.32 Mb (Piedmontese) to 1.35 Mb in ROH1-2Mb 
(Brown) and from 24.09 Mb (Brown) to 28.13 Mb (Marchigiana) in ROH>16Mb, (see Figure 
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3a to 3e). Despite that, an increases in the dispersion of SROH can be observed, passing 
from shorter ROH to longer ones. This fact is probably due to the different sample sizes, 
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Figure 3. Box Plots of within Breed (on x axis) Length of ROH (LROH, in Mb) for each class of 
ROH length in Mb on the left side (a) [<2], (b) [2-4] , (c) [4-8], (d)[8-16] and (e) [>16]. On the 
right side box plots of sum of length of ROH (SROH, in Mb) within each class of length in Mb (f) 
[<2], (g) [2-4], (h) [4-8], (i)[8-16] and (j) [>16] 
 
Figure 3 (from f to j) show the SROH for different ROH classes. In these box 
whisker plots it is possible to notice some differences among breeds within the same ROH 
length class. For instance, in the class of shorter segment (ROH1-2Mb), Simmental presented 
a values of SROH of 90.4 Mb, whereas the other breeds approached 60 Mb of genome 
covered by ROH<2 Mb. The shorter average SROH in Simmental (and the higher NROH 
<2Mb) compared to the other breeds, can be due to ancestral relatedness which 
characterize this breed. Conversely, an opposite trend was observed with longer ROH 
length class (>8 Mb), average SROH of Simmental were up to 3.6 and 2.6 fold shorter than 
average SROH of Brown and Holstein, respectively. Very similar results was also found by 
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For longer ROH length classes (>4 Mb) Brown and Holstein presented the higher 
average SROH (Figure 3). In Brown, on average 71.9, 90.1 and 91.3 Mb of genome was 
covered by ROH4-8Mb, ROH8-16Mb and ROH>16Mb respectively. Similarly, in Holstein the 
average SROH lengths resulted equal to 55.1, 65.5 and 75.4 Mb for the class of length 
ROH4-8Mb, ROH8-16Mb and ROH>16Mb respectively. These findings are comparable to the 
results of Ferencacovic et al. (2012) and Purfiled et al. (2012) in Brown and Holstein 
cattle, where the higher prevalence of longer SROH were related to recent consanguineous 
mating due to the intensive selection and the reduced number of IA sire massively used in 
these two breed. 
Differently from the other breeds, Piedmontese showed the lowest average SROH for 
all the class of length with exception to the shorter ROH1-2Mb, denoting trace of ancient 
relatedness (see also Purfield et al., 2012). 
 
Length of ROH vs Number of ROH 
The total length of ROH was plotted against the number of ROH for all breeds 
analyzed (Figure 4). The Scatter Plot in Figure 4 demonstrate that there is a strong 
relationship between the number of ROH and the total length of genome of an individual 
covered by ROH. However, the entity of this relationship change from breed to breed. In 
particular, the number of ROH with the shortest length is recorded for Piedmontese 
followed by Marchigiana and Simmental. Probably, the difference observed within beef 
cattle can be related to the genetic distance between Piedmontese and Marchigiana (Blott 
et al.,1998). The separation of the Piemontese from the other Italian beef cattle has been 
previously observed by Astolfi et al. (1983) and Ciampolini et al. (1995). 
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Figure 4 Individual Pattern of run of Homozigosity (ROH). Scatter plot of Number of the ROH 
(NROH) vs the total length of ROH (SROH): dots of different colors are animals of different breeds. 
 
The Brown and Holstein breeds generally presented an higher number segments 
with average and total length much higher than the other 3 breeds. From the comparison of 
2 dairy breed (Holstein and Brown) with Simmental (Figure 4), can be highlighted that the 
total length of ROH for Simmental is mainly composed of Shorter ROH segment, while 
especially for the brown, and secondly for Holstein, the total number of ROH is 
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Inbreeding measure based on ROH 
The pedigree inbreeding coefficients were available for Brown, Holstein and 
Simmental bulls. They were calculated using all the pedigree information available (the 
minimum number of generation was 4). The highest inbreeding level was observed for 
Holstein (0.044) followed by brown (0.026) and Simmental (0.008) bulls (Table 3). 
Looking at ROH based inbreeding coefficient they ranged from 0.034 (FROH>16Mb) to 0.145 
(FROH>1Mb) in Brown, from 0.026 to 0.116 in Holstein and from 0.007 to 0.083 in 
Simmental. In general, FROH for were higher than FPED coefficients, and in particular 
considering the FROH calculated using the whole ROH information. FROH>16Mb approached 
the values of FPED with very small difference (<0.008). 
 
Table 3. Summary statistics (mean, standard deviation and range) of pedigree based inbreeding 
coefficients (FPED) and ROH based inbreeding coefficients (FROH) for three Italian Cattle breed 
which pedigree data were available. Both FROH (ROH >1Mb) and FROH greater than a specific class 
length FROH->class (>2, >4, >8, and >16 Mb) were reported. 












Brown 0.026±0.021 0.145±0.038 0.119±0.038 0.097±0.036 0.068±0.032 0.034±0.023 
 (0 –.141) (.039 –.256) (.016 –.227) (.002–.203) (0 –.173) (0 –.134) 
Holstein 0.044±0.022 0.116±0.030 0.092±0.030 0.073±0.029 0.051±0.026 0.026±0.021 
 (0  –.179) (.038 –.277) (.015 –.254) (.006–.233) (0 –.197) (0 –.167) 
Simmental 0.008±0.013 0.083±0.022 0.048±0.022 0.028±0.021 0.015±0.018 0.007±0.014 
 (0 –.078) (.038 –.188) (.010 –.161) (0–.142) (0 –.118) (0 –.967) 
 
FROH calculated considering both shorter and longer ROH together (FROH>1Mb, 
FROH>2Mb) was higher than FPED. This was probably due to the fact that ROH are able to 
capture both ancient and recent relatedness explained by shorted and longer IBD fragment 
respectively. Conversely, pedigree is only able to track the recent IBD segments. In fact, 
the coefficients derived for longer ROH (FROH>16Mb), that track recent IBD fragment, are 
very similar in magnitude to the FPED. Similar upward shift between genomic based 
coefficients and classical pedigree based coefficients were also highlighted in different 
works, which dealt with genomic inbreeding estimation both in Human and in Cattle 
genetics (McQuillan et al., 2008; Van Raden et al., 2011; Ferencakovic et al., 2012; 2013). 
In particular, our results confirm the results of Ferencakovic et al. (2012) who found very 
similar FPED and FROH in a different Brown Swiss population (FPED=0.024 FROH>1Mb=0.156 
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Table 4 reports the FROH calculated using the sum of ROH of a particular category 
of ROH length. The values of FROH calculated in such way, presumably, take into account 
of the specific length of IBD fragments. The values of these coefficients were much lower 
than those showed in the Table 3, ranging from 0.027 (FROH1-2Mb) to 0.034 (FROH>16Mb) in 
Brown, from 0.027 to 0.034 in Holstein and from 0.027 to 0.034 in Simmental. The 
inbreeding derived from short IBD segments (deriving from recent common ancestor) were 
higher for Simmental, in comparison to Brown and Holstein, due to the high NROH in the 
class of short ROH. The opposite happened for the longest ROH. 
 
Table 4. Summary statistics (mean, standard deviation and range) ROH based inbreeding 
coefficients of different ROH class length (FROH-class: 1-2, 2-4, 4-8, 8-16 and >16 Mb) for three 
Italian Cattle breed which pedigree data were available 










Brown 0.027±0.004 0.022±0.006 0.028±0.010 0.035±0.015 0.034±0.023 
 (.017–.039) (.008–.045) (.002–.062) (.–.088) (.–.134) 
Holstein 0.025±0.004 0.018±0.005 0.022±0.008 0.025±0.012 0.026±0.021 
 (.013 –.037) (.005–.036) (.–.054) (.–.072) (.–.167) 
Simmental 0.035±0.005 0.020±0.006 0.013±0.006 0.008±0.007 0.007±0.014 
 (.021–.051) (.005–.044) (.–.033) (.–.048) (.–.967) 
 
The correlations among FROH, calculated according to their ROH length category, 
and FROH>1Mb and FPED were reported in Tables 5, 6 and 7 for Brown, Holstein and 
Simmental, respectively. These Tables highlight that FROH derived from very Short (1-2 
Mb) and Short (2-4 Mb) ROH are negatively low correlated (or not correlated) with FPED 
with a similar pattern, regardless of the breed considered. Conversely, the FPED is 
moderately correlated with FROH>16Mb (up to 0.712 in Simmental). This may be a further 
confirmation of the fact the longer ROH track the information that is already present in the 
pedigree, hence the recent inbreeding. The FROH>1Mb are those one with the highest 
correlation with FPED in all the breed with the exception of Simmental. Further 
confirmation of this pattern was given by the higher correlation between FROH>1Mb and 
FROH>16Mb (up to 0.828 with the lower values for Simmental = 0.781), that can possibly 
suggest the ROH are able to discriminate breeds from recent consanguinity history 
(Purfield et al., 2012). The absence of linear relation between FROH derived from very short 
(1-2 Mb) and short (2-4 Mb) ROH can be related to the origins of this ROH segments.   
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Table 5. Correlation matrix between pedigree based inbreeding coefficients (FPED) and ROH based 
inbreeding coefficients (FROHclass) for different class of ROH length or for the raw FROH>1Mb 
calculated using all the ROH  >1 Mb for Brown. 
 FPED FROH FROH1-2 FROH2-4 FROH4-8 FROH8-16 FROH16 
FPED * 0.662 -0.099 0.234 0.354 0.447 0.588 
FROH  
* -0.125 0.423 0.625 0.700 0.811 
FROH1-2   
* -0.023 -0.069 -0.140 -0.243 
FROH2-4    
* 0.294 0.220 0.172 
FROH4-8     
* 0.363 0.280 
FROH8-16      
* 0.295 




Table 6. Correlation matrix between pedigree based inbreeding coefficients (FPED) and ROH based 
inbreeding coefficients (FROHclass) for different class of ROH length or for the raw FROH>1Mb 
calculated using all the ROH information together for Holstein. 
 
FPED FROH>1Mb FROH1-2 FROH2-4 FROH4-8 FROH8-16 FROH16 
FPED * 0.700 -0.075 0.173 0.386 0.460 0.561 
FROH>1Mb  
* -0.027 0.270 0.473 0.627 0.828 
FROH1-2   
* 0.022 -0.038 -0.064 -0.166 
FROH2-4    
* 0.150 0.073 0.061 
FROH4-8     
* 0.210 0.145 
FROH8-16      
* 0.238 




Table 7. Correlation matrix between pedigree based inbreeding coefficients (FPED) and ROH based 
inbreeding coefficients (FROHclass) for different class of ROH length or for the raw FROH>1Mb 
calculated using all the ROH information together for Simmental 
 
FPED FROH>1Mb FROH1-2 FROH2-4 FROH4-8 FROH8-16 FROH16 
FPED * 0.669 -0.108 -0.027 0.249 0.539 0.712 
FROH>1Mb  
* 0.141 0.375 0.566 0.670 0.781 
FROH1-2   
* 0.161 0.037 -0.053 -0.186 
FROH2-4    
* 0.245 0.123 -0.032 
FROH4-8     
* 0.251 0.224 
FROH8-16      
* 0.397 
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In particular, it is possible that those ones are not truly IBD, and this clue seem to 
be confirmed by some works that compared the results of ROH detection using 54K and 
800K SNPs chips. Purfield et al., (2012) analyzing  ROH data from 9 cattle breeds, 
concluded that most of the ROH <5Mb found with a 54K panel, were not confirmed using 
the 800 K panels. Ferencakovic et al. (2013) concluded that when shorter ROH were 
included for the calculation of FROH, the inbreeding coefficients derived were 
systematically overestimated using 54 K panel. 
 
To test the abovementioned hypothesis, correlation analysis and regression analysis 
were carried out between FPED and FROH calculated including ROH with the minimum 
length here reported (>1, >2, >4, >8 and >16 Mb). Result of correlation analysis were 
reported in Table 8, whereas the results of the regressions of FROH on FPED were showed in 
Table 9 and Figure 5, 6 and 7 for Brown, Holstein and Simmental respectively. 
 
Table 8 Correlation between pedigree based inbreeding coefficients (FPED) and ROH based 
inbreeding coefficients (FROH>1,2,4,8,>16) for different class of ROH length in three Italian cattle 
breed. 
Inbreeding Coefficient Brown Holstein Simmental 
FROH>1Mb 0.662 0.700 0.669 
FROH>2 Mb 0.661 0.702 0.698 
FROH>4 Mb 0.661 0.696 0.747 
FROH>8 Mb 0.654 0.651 0.765 
FROH>16 Mb 0.588 0.561 0.712 
 
The Pearson correlation between FPED and FROH of different minimum ROH length 
follow a downward trend when increasing the minimum length, passing from 0.662 (> 
1Mb) to 0.558 (>16 Mb) and from 0.7 (>1 Mb) to 0.561 (>16 Mb) in Brown and Holstein, 
respectively (Table 8). Conversely, for the Simmental the correlation between FPED and 
FROH showed a different pattern, increasing up to FROH>8Mb. The difference in the observed 
pattern among breeds can be due to several causes. Firstly, analyzing the results from the 
dairy breed, it seems that the inclusion of shorter ROH in the calculation of genomic 
inbreeding coefficients does not improve that much the correlation between FPED and FROH 
both in Brown and Holstein. Secondly, the effect of inclusion of ROH <4 Mb in the 
calculation of FROH seem to prove the different origin of this short homozygous segments 
(not truly IBD) provided that the hypothesis of overestimation of the correlation between 
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FROH calculated with ROH <4 Mb and FPED is true. As far as Simmental concerned, the 
observed pattern is the opposite of what found in the two dairy breeds. This may be related 
to the particular genetic structure of this population. In particular, very high number of 
ROH shorter than <4 Mb (91%) or 8 Mb (97%) make possible that the FROH calculated 
with this minimum length are not reliable. The downward trend in the correlation observed 
for the other 2 dairy breeds was also observed in Simmental, but from ROH >8 Mb (0.765) 
and >16 Mb (0.712). Similar results were obtained by Ferencakovic et al., (2012) who 
found decreasing correlation from FROH>1Mb  (0.66) to FROH>16Mb (0.60) in Brown and 
increasing correlation from FROH>1Mb  (0.66) to FROH>16Mb (0.64) in Austrian Simmental. 
Purfield et al. (2012) found correlation between FPED and FROH>1Mb or FROH>10Mb equal to 
0.73 and 0.70 respectively. 
 
Table 9. Intercept (b0), Slope (b1) ± relative standard error of the regression of ROH based 
inbreeding coefficients (FROH) on pedigree based inbreeding coefficient (FPED) for the breed which 
pedigree data were available.  
Breed Coeff. ROH>1Mb ROH>4Mb ROH>8Mb ROH>16Mb 
Brown b0 0.114 ± 0.002 0.066 ± 0.002 0.043 ± 0.002 0.016 ± 0.001 
 b1 1.202 ± 0.050 1.156 ± 0.048 0.983 ± 0.042 0.657 ± 0.033 
Holstein b0 0.073 ± 0.001 0.030 ± 0.001 0.015 ± 0.001 0.002 ± 0.001 
 b1 0.972 ± 0.022 0.948 ± 0.021 0.804 ± 0.021 0.549 ± 0.017 
Simmental b0 0.075 ± 0.001 0.019 ± 0.001 0.007 ± 0.001 0.002 ± 0.001 
 b1 1.146 ± 0.058 1.199 ± 0.049 1.084 ± 0.042 0.781 ± 0.035 
 
Table 9 and Figures 5-7 showed the results of the regression analysis of FROH on 
FPED. In particular, the intercept for of the regression class of inbreeding FROH>1Mb was 
greater than zero for the all three breeds analyzed: 0.114 (se. 0.002) in Brown (Figure 5); 
0.073 (se. 0.001) in Holstein (Figure 6); 0.075 (se. 0.001) in Simmental (Figure 7). 
Moreover, looking at the intercept of the same regression for FROH>8Mb this was much close 
to zero: 0.043 (se. 0.002) in Brown; 0.015 (se. 0.001) in Holstein and 0.007 (se. 0.001) in 
Simmental. The same wqas pattern found for the slope that approach the unity in FROH>8Mb. 
The intercept greater than zero suggest that FPED coefficient may underestimate the 
genomic ancestral relatedness on the base population which is captured by shorter ROH 
segments instead. When FROH was calculated with longer ROH the intercept of the 
regression approached closely to zero, and there was no tendency of FPED to underestimate 
FROH because the recent inbreeding explained by longer ROH was also captured also by 
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pedigree. This concept was developed by Purfield et al. (2012) but fit in our case looking at 
the regression in Figures 5-7.  
 
 
Figura 5. Regression between molecular inbreeding coefficient derived from ROH of difference 
length class (FROH>1Mb ;FROH>4Mb  ;FROH>8 Mb; FROH>16 Mb)  and inbreeding coefficient derived from 
pedigree (FPED) for Brown. The black dashed lines are the lines of the equivalence (y = x).  
(R
2 
=0.439 for FROH>1Mb; R
2 
=0.436 for FROH>4Mb; R
2 
=0.428 for FROH>8Mb; R
2 
= 0.346 FROH>16Mb)  
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Figura 6. Regression between molecular inbreeding coefficient derived from ROH of difference 
length class (FROH>1Mb ;FROH>4Mb; FROH>8 Mb; FROH>16 Mb)  and inbreeding coefficient derived from 
pedigree (FPED) for Holstein. The black dashed lines are the lines of the equivalence (y = x). 
(R
2 
=0.491 for FROH>1Mb; R
2 
=0.484 for FROH>4Mb; R
2 
=0.424 for FROH>8Mb; R
2 
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Figura 7. Regression between molecular inbreeding coefficient derived from ROH of difference 
length class (FROH>1Mb ;FROH>4Mb  ;FROH>8 Mb; FROH>16 Mb)  and inbreeding coefficient derived from 
pedigree (FPED) for Simmental. The black dashed lines are the lines of the equivalence (y = x). 
(R
2 
=0.448 for FROH>1Mb; R
2 
=0.557 for FROH>1Mb; R
2 
=0.585 for FROH>1Mb; R
2 




ROHs were calculated from medium density SNP panel using five Italian cattle breeds. 
The average sum of ROH in the genome was smaller for Piedmontese and Marchigiana 
that also showed the smaller variability, followed by Simmental, Holstein and Brown. On 
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average, Simmental had either the higher percentage or the higher sum of shorter ROH 
than other dairy breeds. Brown and Holstein hold a greater average number and average 
sum of longer ROH. A strong relationship between the number of ROH of definite size and 
the length of ROH was also found. Furthermore, an association between pedigree based 
inbreeding coefficient and ROH based inbreeding was highlighted remarking the recent 
selective history of these breeds. In particular, a positive relationship between inbreeding 
coefficients and length of ROH observed found for Simmental, Holstein and Brown. 
Lower inbreeding coefficients seem to be associated to the reduced number of longer ROH 
in Simmental. Higher inbreeding coefficient  were related to longer ROH in Holstein and 
Brown. The regression between FROH of different minimum length (from >1 Mb to >16 
Mb) on traditional inbreeding  coefficient seem to confirm the hypothesis that including 
ROH < 4 Mb in the inbreeding calculation generate an overestimation of this coefficient 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The genome of living organisms is characterised by an high degree of complexity. The 
huge development of sequencing technologies allows for a continuous upgrading of the 
status of knowledge on DNA structure and organisation. Such a dynamic situation makes it 
difficult also to try to build a defined classification of genetic material structures, due to the 
continuous overlapping of functions, structures, regulation mechanisms. The evolution that 
has occurred in the last thirty-forty years in the field of markers used to study genetic 
variation between individuals represents a clear example of such a continuously evolving 
situation. Thus the genome should be then regarded as something very flexible, not easy 
classifiable with rigid criteria and whose elements could be analysed from different 
perspectives.  
All these achievements are deeply changing the approaches used to study complex 
phenotypes as  main physiological processes, diseases and, for livestock species, traits of 
economic interest. An important consequence is represented the new opportunities to study 
differences between animal populations under different points of view. In particular, 
genotypes at tens of thousands Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms that are currently 
generated by using high throughput platforms, can be used in different ways to investigate 
the components of genetic diversity. The analysis of the main cause of genetic variation, 
i.e. the difference between allelic frequencies at specific loci, can be now integrated by 
other structural aspects related to the duplication of DNA regions, as the copy number 
variations, or to uninterrupted successions of homozygous genotypes as the case of Runs of 
Homozygosity. All these features may allow to study some of the different elements that 
contribute to the genetic diversity between groups: phylogenesis, artificial selection, 
inbreeding.  
Cattle represent an appealing opportunity to test different methods for disentangling 
specific features of genetic variation. Due to the effect of the intense artificial selection 
operated by man, especially in the last eighty years, various breeds can be found with 
markedly different phenotypes. Differences in the genetic structure could be detected also 
between breeds within the same production aptitude due to their history, specific breeding 
goals, environmental conditions where they evolved. SNP are of great help for the 
unravelling of differences in traits of economic importance because, due to their high 
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density along the genome, some of them are likely to be in linkage disequilibrium with 
causal mutations with effect on the phenotype of interest.   
In the present thesis, three approaches have been presented for studying the genetic 
differences between five cattle breeds farmed in Italy. They were based on three metrics: 
the classical fixation index of Wright, a composite log likelihood measure of allelic 
differences, and the length and distribution of runs of homozygosity. The considered cattle 
breeds are the most important in Italy as far as the population size is concerned. The choice 
has been motivated by the need for comparing breeds with different selection goals (dairy, 
beef and dual purpose), but also for having populations with different genetic history 
within each production aptitude (i.e. Holstein vs Brown, or Piedmontese vs Marchigiana). 
Expected results were the detection of expected regions in which important genes that 
affect dairy and beef traits are located, but also new undetected regions responsible of 
genetic variations were not excluded, being some of the considered Italian populations not 
included in previous studies using SNP beadchips.  
In the first experimental contribution, a classical comparison between a dairy and a beef 
breed was performed. Differences of allelic frequencies between the two populations were 
tested using the F statistics. This metrics is widely used in studies of genetic variation, 
even though there are some unresolved problems in its implementation, as the occurrence 
of random noise that makes patterns difficult to read, and the absence of a statistical test to 
identify significant values. In the present thesis, the pattern of raw Fst was smoothed using 
a local regression. This technique allowed to obtain more defined signals, also in 
comparison with the traditional averaging for adjacent windows. In particular, the 
LOWESS tended to enhance the group of peaks, i.e. regions were several adjacent high Fst 
signals were detected, whereas isolated peaks tended to be shortened. Thus the effect of 
hitchhiking, that should be interpreted as an evidence of the existence of a selective sweep 
in a specific region, is somewhat highlighted. On the other hand, the random variation (that 
could be the cause of isolated Fst values) is, at least partly, removed. The identification of 
significant Fst values was carried out using a control chart. This analysis is very rapid to 
perform and its interpretation is intuitive. The goodness of the approach was confirmed by 
the detection of genes that are well known to affect milk and beef traits, as the ABCG2 or 
the Myostatin, and loci involved in the determinism of the coat colour as MC1R and KIT. 
However, this approach allowed to detect genomic regions not previously associated to 
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dairy or beef aptitudes as the GREM1 gene involved in the bone metabolism or the 
SLC40A1 which codes for a protein that regulates the body levels of iron. Another 
interesting aspect of the genetic diversity between the two considered breeds has been the 
flagging of the calpain gene family. In spite of its relative simplicity and easiness to use, 
the combined LOESS-Control chart approach was effective in discriminating salient 
selection signatures signals from random variation providing an user friendly tool for 
genetic difference studies. 
In the second research, five breeds were considered simultaneously. The measure of 
diversity used was the composite log likelihood, which compares the allele frequency of 
the different populations using the binomial distribution for the construction of the null 
hypothesis. Such a multi comparison yielded interesting results. Also in this case, well 
studied candidate genes were detected, as the ABCG2 for dairy traits and MSTN for beef 
trait. However, apart from the sample composition effect, it has to be deeply considered 
whether evidences of the existence of selection signatures in a species could be adequately 
provided by the comparison of two populations with divergent phenotype. Genome Wide 
Analysis studies carried out in cattle have highlighted the poor repeatability of significant 
SNP across different experiments and populations. The use of HD panels (770K) should 
provide an higher LD between marker and favorable mutations. In any case, the  adopt of a 
multi population strategy seems a reasonable option. An interesting result of this research 
has been also the quantification of the signals shared between breeds grouped according to 
their production aptitude 
The last experimental contribution was aimed at analysing relationships between a 
structural element of the genome and the genetic diversity of the five considered breeds, 
especially as far as their evolution history and their level of inbreeding is concerned. Runs 
of homozygosity are a powerful tool for estimating inbreeding coefficients, evaluating its 
effect on traits of economic importance and controlling its level in breeding programs. The 
distribution of ROH found in the present thesis was in agreement with previous studies 
carried out in populations of the same breeds farmed in other countries. In particular dairy 
breeds exhibited a larger occurrence of longer ROH compared to beef and to the dual 
purpose cattle, respectively, evidencing a more recent inbreeding event. Moreover 
relationships between pedigree based inbreeding coefficients and ROH based inbreeding 
were confirmed as their ability to provide indications on the recent selective history of 
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these breeds. One of the advantages of using ROH base inbreeding instead of the pedigree-
based is the ability of the former to trace back to ancient inbreeding events, that is 
constrained in the latter by the depth of the pedigree structure. However, the regression 
between traditional inbreeding  coefficient and the FROH calculated different sets of ROH 
according to their minimum length (from >1 Mb to >16 Mb) seem to confirm the 
hypothesis that including ROH < 4 Mb in the inbreeding calculation generate an 
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